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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
Much of a person's ability to study, to remember,
to write clearly, and to speak with coherence depends
upon his skill in organizing the material which he reads
in such a way that it will fit his purposes. Not only
do adults meet such a need, but pupils in the upper ele-
mentary school begin to feel the necessity for such an
ability, if they are to be successful in the classroom.
THE FROBLEM
Statement of the problem . The purpose of this study
is to develop a workbook of exercises designed to aid
sixth-grade pupils in the essential study-skill of organi-
zation. The skill of "Reading organization" as used in
this study may be defined as the ability to group related
words or ideas, to list events in chronological sequence
and to arrange ideas in a meaningful pattern so that an
outline of written material may result. A test composed
of similar exercises to those in the workbook has been
prepared for use both before and after the lessons have
been used in the classroom. The writer hopes to determine,
by comparing the results of the tests, wrhether or not

such a series of lessons can improve in five weeks the
skill of the pupils in a single sixth grade in those types
of reading organization which lead to and include simple
outlining of paragraphs. The writer’s chief purpose,
however, is not to build a test or to conduct an extensive
experiment but to prepare a workbook.
Justification for the choice of the problem . The
need for this type of study has been suggested by both
the writer's experience and the opinions of other students
and of specialists in reading and composition. Classroom
experience seems to indicate a use for such a series of
exercises. For example, the sixth grades with which the
writer has worked have had difficulty in reading and in
grouping ideas in informational subjects. This condition
is unfortunate because pupils in the older elementary school
use many textbooks and reference materials in preparing
work for social studies or other informational subjects.
Although these texts ought to be as easy in vocabulary
and in sentenoe structure as the reading books which should
be suited to each child's ability, such a condition does
not exist, since not enough simple, factual material has
been written or purchased. Moreover, even if the vocabu-
laries of the textbooks were suited to each child, the
fact that every paragraph is crowded with informational
material, much of which needs to be remembered, makes the
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books decidedly more difficult to read than a child
1
s story
book. For these reasons, both the difficulty of the words
and the paragraph-content often cause trouble in the social
studies or in other informational fields.
Even though a child may read and apparently understand,
however, the sentences he reads, he often cannot help him-
self to remember the facts long enough to use them. Re-
reading alone does not seem to insure good learning, for
the pupil may have no power of organization which will help
him to group ideas so that they have related meanings.
The skill of organization is one of the abilities which are
necessary to the development of both a clear concept and
recall of the material read.
Rot only the writer's experience with sixth-grade
pupils but also the opinions and findings of specialists
in the language arts as discussed further in Chapter II
of this study, have led this student to the problem of
developing a workbook of organization exercises.
The following writers have shown the need for this
1 2
type of study-skill. Blanchard and Dolch stress the
y
/
1 Frederick Thomas Blanchard, The Art of Composition .
(Boston: Ginn and Company, 1934), pp. 13-14.
2 Edward William Dolch, A Manual for Remedial Read-
ing. (Champaign, Illinois: The Garrard Press, 1$)39 ) ,pp. 122-23
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value of organization ability as an aid to clear, forceful
3 4
writing. Betts and McKee moreover, list organization as
essential to thinking in reading and to the solution of
problems. Agreeing with these authors, Goodykoontz states
that both children and adults need the skills of "selective
sorting (analysis) and formula ting( synthesizing) " which
' 5
"we commonly call organizing." Salisbury upholds this
statement by maintaining that training in outlining at
the Junior high school level improves reading ability,
, skill in reasoning, and, "achievement in content subjects
to which either written or mental outlining might be ap-
6
plied." Declaring that the ability to organize is of
value both in school and in life problems outside the
3 Emmett I. Betts, "Developing Basic Heading
Abilities," Elementary English Heview
,
20: 319 .December ,1943.
4 Paul McKee, Reading an
d_
Literature in the
Elementary School . Riverside Textbooks in Education.
Ellwood P. Cubberley .Editor
.
(Bos ton: Houghton Mifflin Co.
,
1934), pp.71, 306, 407-408, and 450-51.
5 Bess Goodykoontz, "Teaching Pupils to Organize
What They Read," Elementary English Review, 7:87, April,
1930.
6 Rachel Salisbury, "Some Effects of Training in
Outlining," The English Journal
,
24:116, February, 1935.
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5
classroom, McHillin and Pennell and Cusack agree with
Coodykoontz. Durrell has condensed the basic study skills
into a group of six, five of which are organization abili-
ties. He maintains that pupils trained in these six steps
’’will be able to read and remember detailed and difficult
9
material.” Emphasizing this idea, Traxler states that
work-type abilities, including those of outlining and
other kinds of organization, are not mere subject-matter
skills but help to bring about ”that enlightenment which
10
is essential to the functioning of a democracy." These
authors have strengthened the present writer's belief that
the gift of organization is a vital need in education.
Therefore, this writer has developed a workbook of exer-
cises, which, it is hoped, will help boys and girls of
the sixth grade better to organize material from the
printed page.
7TJ7^c!3illin, "How to Make an Outline," The
Instructor
,
54:55, February, 1945.
8
Mary E. Pennell and Alice M. Cusack, How to Teach
Heading
. (Boston: Houghton,Mifflin Company, 1924 ) , pp.7 and
44.
9
Donald D. Durrell, "Basic Abilities in Intermediate
Grade Reading," Education
,
59:48, September, 1938.
10
A.E. Traxler, "The Improvement of Study," The
School Review, 53:292, May, 1945.
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In this chapter, the writer has attempted to state
and to justify the problem of the study. In the following
chapter, the emphasis will be placed on research and litera-
ture related to the subject of organization- skills in
reading.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OP RESEARCH
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RESEARCH
As stated in Chapter I, the emphasis in this chapter
will be placed on a review of research and literature re-
lated to the problem of reading-organization.
Comparatively little experimental work has been done
in this field. Much has been written, however, to show
the importance of this reading skill. The theses and
service papers will be reviewed first.
Review of related theses and service papers . A study
closely related to the present one has been made by
1
Browne. She built a workbook of "Exercises in Classifica-
tion to Stimulate Thought and Develop Paragraph Sense.”
She used some of the exercises with a few junior high
school pupils of average or superior ability. By this
classroom experiment, she determined which exercises should
be re-written or discarded, and she decided upon the order
of difficulty of the exercises judging by the response of
the pupils. The lessons were divided into three groups:
I Mary Eileen Browne, "Exercises in Classification
to Stimulate Thought and Develop Paragraph Sense," (un-
published Master’s service paper, Boston University .School
of Education, Boston, 1937), 78 pp.
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simple classification, analysis of paragraphs, and original
2
construction of paragraphs. Her first group, classifica-
tion, includes lists of words to arrange in different
categories, a type of exercise which has been used in the
present study. The other two kinds of practice are differ-
ent from those in the workbook of the present writer.
The major differences between the studies by Browne
and this writer are these. She stressed the arrangement
in order of isolated words or of phrases as well as the
development of the ability to compose paragraphs in such
a way as might improve written composition. The present
study likewise stresses order, but, in addition, it attempts
to develop the ability to analyze and outline a given para-
graph with the ultimate goal of better comprehension and
recall of the printed page. This study, moreover, includes
the results of initial and final tests composed of exercises
similar to those in the workbook.
Browne found by using her exercises that the technique
of classification had improved the growth of the pupils’
vocabulary and their ability to arrange ideas in order.
She considered that the exercises were "too limited in
3
testing the meaning of the words." She concludes, "The
exercises did stimulate thinking, required concentration.
T Ibid
.
,
pp.15-18.
3 Ibid.
,
p. 75.
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improved the ways of expression, and proved interesting
4
and challenging to all members,"
5
Another study was developed by Burke. She wrote and
evaluated a set of workbook exercises designed to aid in
oral recall in a sixth grade. Her pupils worked in pairs,
each questioning the other on the paragraph the other
pupil had read. As the series of lessons progressed,
the questions became increasingly general, until, at
the end, a whole paragraph might be retold without the
6
need of questions. Burke found that there was great
improvement in oral and written recall in the experimental
7
group as compared with this skill in the control group.
A different type of experiment in remedial reading
8
was conducted by Deal and Seamans. They worked with
approximately two hundred pupils of grades eight and nine
in a suburb of Boston which has a high socio-economic
5 Browne
,
loc . cit .
5 Marie Louise Burke, "An Evaluation of Workbook
Exercises for Developing Oral Recall in Grade Six," (un-
published Master's service paper, Boston University .School
of Education, Boston, 1946), 52 pp.
6 Ibid
.
,
pp. 10-11, and p.41.
7 Ibid
.
,
pp. 42-44.
8 Ada B. Deal and Albert Seamans, "Group Remedial
Reading in High School," English Journal, 26:355-362, May,
1937.
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10
status. In small groups, these pupils, who were deficient
in reading, were trained in speeded reading, reading for
enjoyment, and reading for comprehension. Among other
types of work, the pupils were helped in the skills of
organization. They were assisted in summarizing and preois-
9
writing. Deal and Seamans conclude, "The selection of
a topic sentence, the making of titles for paragraphs, or
headlines for newspaper stories also proved valuable prac-
tice in this connection" (that of improving the pupils'
ability to comprehend printed matterj . After one year
of remedial work had been done, these authors found that
the average grade level had been raised more than three
10
years.
It is true that organization skills were by no means
the only abilities for which drill had been provided, but,
according to the opinions of Deal and Seamans, organization
was very important in aiding the development of comprehen-
sion.
11
Fleming made a study in middle grade reading in
which he endeavored to develop the study-skills in these
grades. The emphasis in his experiment was placed on
5 ibid
.
,
p.359.
10
» p.362.
11 John Patrick Fleming, "Developing Study Skills
in Middle Grade Heading," (unpublished Master's service
paper, Boston University, School of Education, Boston,
1932)
,
60 pp.
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helping pupils to read: ,T (l) for general significance, (2)
for noting details, (3) for following directions, and also
to determine the effect that regular drill would have on
the reading rate and on the amount of time required in do-
12
eating information." Three carefully matched sixth
grades were drilled for one-half hour daily for ten weeks
on the particular reading skills listed above. Fleming
oonoluded:
The results. . .would seem to indicate that a worth-
while improvement in reading rate, in time required
for locating information and in the types of reading
as measured by the Gates material will follow whenever
sufficient drill for these particular goals has been
taken. 13
Although the above study does not stress organization,
it applies to the present study in one respect. Fleming
states, in part:
• • .General training in reading does not insure
efficiency in all the forms and purposes of read-
ing required in content subjects.
The training to be effective must be designed
to improve the specific skill desired. Training in
more reading — that is reading in general— is in-
adequate or wasteful and training in one kind of
reading skill will not surely develop other types. 14
Fleming* s statements strengthened the present writer*
s
belief that to develop organization, one should drill in
organization itself rather than seeking to gain this skill
IS IbidT. p.42,
13 Fleming, loo , cit .
14 PP«5-6.
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while practicing reading in general.
15
Fogler, too, conducted an experiment in a planned
remedial-reading program in an elementary school. - The
results were very satisfactory, but only one conclusion
will be stated here since it, alone, is applicable to
the present Btudy. Writes Fogler:
What may be called a "modern” method of instruction
— one which stresses silent rather than oral reading,
individual «hd group, instruction, and a variety of
devices and techniques, administered during a daily
time allotment that is 'fixed and sufficiently long
(^italics not in the original}
—
produces better learn-
ing, as measured by available standardized reading *
tests, than does the traditional method with emphasis^
on oral reading and mere reproduction of material read.
This statement upheld the writer 1 s decision to drill
on organization in consecutive daily periods rather than
to scatter such drill periods among other types of reading
lessons over a longer period of time.
17
A study by Salisbury, among other items, stressed
the same conclusion. She found that "training given in-
tensively for six weeks was somewhat superior to training
given intermittently for one semester. Both methods,
18
however, produced important gains.”
T5 Sigmund Fogler, "An Experiment in a Planned
Program of Remedial Reading," The Elementary School Journal,
45:444-450, April, 1945.
16 Ibid
.
,
p.450.
17 Rachel Salisbury, "Some Effects of Training in
Outlining," English Journal
,
24:111-116, February, 1935.
18 Ibid
.
,
p. 115.
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In Salisbury’s study, four experimental groups in
the seventh, ninth, and twelfth grades of four high schools
were given thirty training lessons in outlining and in
summarizing. As a result Salisbury found that the pupils
had improved decidedly in reading, in the ability to think
in such a way as to solve problems, and in accomplishment
in informational subjects which need either mental or
written outlining. Salisbury believes, as a result of her
experiment, that outlining serves as an excellent prepara-
tion for each succeeding level of school work, since it
helps, she says, both in getting thought and in thought-
19
giving. She states that 11 ... the psychological prin-
20
ciples of organization are fundamental to both processes.”
Since pupils in schools which provide an integrated pro-
gram are often particularly dependent upon their own skill
in thought-getting and in thought-giving, a knowledge of
outlining would be especially helpful for them, Salisbury
believes, in addition, she says :
It appears that outlining, if thoroughly taught
at the junior high school level, will bring valuable
dividends in general scholarship in content subjects,
as well as in reading and reasoning. 21
—vrTBTcT.
,
pp. 115-116.
20 Ibid., pp. 111-112.
21 Ibid. p.116.
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14
She believes that these results would be the same in any
grade level in which the skill of outlining could be taught.
22
Relevant to the present study is one by Keneally
in which she attempts to determine the relative order of
difficulty of several types of study skills in the middle
grades. Her findings were as follows, with the easiest
types of exercises listed first and with each succeeding
type somewhat more difficult:
1. Finding minor ideas with major ideas supplied
(skeleton outline)
2. Selection of best summary
3. Retention of order of ideas
4. Matching headlines and paragraphs
5. Finding major ideas with minor ideas supplied
(idea line) 23
6. Writing original headlines s
0
The above findings were somewhat different from those of
24
this writer’s experiment.
25
The service paper by Skahan is related to the
present study in some respects. She made a workbook for
pupils in the ninth grade for the purpose of improving
£2 Catherine Keneally, "The Relative Order of
Difficulty of Several Types of Study Skills in the Inter-
mediate Grades,” (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston Uni-
versity, School of Education, Boston, 1939), 70 pp.
23 Ibid
.
,
p.37.
24 The present study, pp. 28-29 and table of contents
of workbook .
25 Mary Gertrude Skahan, "Improving Reading Compre-
hension in the Social Studies," (unpublished Master's
service paper, Boston University School of Education,
Boston, 1945), 106 pp.
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reading comprehension In the social studies. Her workbook
was in four sections, two of them dealing with details and
associative reading, and two of them being designed to
give practice in the skill of organization. These sections
dealt with exercises designed to help pupils get the main
ideas through classification and to get the point of the
26
paragraph through finding the topic sentence. No experi-
ments or findings were reported.
Closely related to the present study is the service
27
paper by McDonald. She has developed a workbook of
exercises to teach outlining in grade six. The lessons
were used nearly every day for ten weeks. "After the first
fourteen or fifteen exercises," writes McDonald, "there
was a noticeable decrease in the amount of time consumed
28
in completing the various exercises." She feels that
because the approach to classifying and outlining was very
much simplified, the children lost their timidity about
29
their possible inability to make outlines.
Some of McDonald's exercises were similar in type
to those used by the present writer. Her lessons, on the
215 ibid
. ,
p.l of workbook.
27 Loretta Katherine McDonald, "Workbook of
Exercises for Teaching Outlining," (unpublished Master's
service paper, Boston University School of Education,
Boston, 1946), 107 pp.
28 Ibid., p.103.
29 Loc. cit.
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whole, were simpler, employing more matching of topics
and fewer exercises in actual outlining.
30
MacDonald has prepared a service paper which is
very pertinent to the present study. She, too, stressed
organization as a reading skill in the middle grades, hut
her emphasis was on reading material for the social studies ,
whereas the present writer has used literature of general
pupil-interest, whether or not it was related to the social
studies. Moreover, the types of exercises prepared by
MacDonald differ from those used in the present study, and
these various kinds are scattered throughout the workbook
rather than being concentrated in groups of similar kinds.
Some of her exercises were tried out on a group of
pupils. MacDonald found that "... the brighter pupils
did well and seemed to enjoy the work, whereas the slower
31
pupils found much of it quite difficult." She considers
that the results show the need of more practice on similar
work for the slower-learning pupils, but she states that,
32
in general, the class did well with the exercises.
Interestingly enough, two studies seem to refute,
in some respects, the theory that outlining is valuable.
30 Avis MacDonald, "Exercises for Organization of
Reading Material in the Social Studies," (unpublished
Master’s service paper, Boston University School of Educa-
tion, Boston, 1945)
,
99 pp.
31 Ibid
.
,
p.30.
3£ Loc. cit.
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33
One of these studies was made by Crawford. That author
conducted an experiment with three hundred forty-six
college students, finding, in part, the following results:
1. There were no significant differences between
reading and outlining as to the number of ideas
recalled and reproduced in an essay test.
2. Reading twice and outlining were almost exactly
equal ... (and) neither of these was significantly
better than reading once, as measured by the
essay type test. CThe same results were found
according to a true-false test.).
3. Outlining requires approximately twice as much
time as reading once, and slightly more time
than reading twice. 34
In the light of Crawford's experiment, it would seem
that outlining might not be an economical and efficient
method of studying. Crawford states, however, the follow-
ing limitations to the study :
1. The results were found Immediately after reading
(italics not in the original)
.
2. These experiments do not take into account the
results of using outlines after they have been
made (italics in the original ]• They may con-
ceivably be so valuable after they are once made
as to warrant their being made in spite of their
lack of initial returns.
~53 C.C. Crawford, "Relative Value of Heading and
Outlining as Methods of Study," Educational Method, 8:434-
438, May, 1929.
34 Ibid.
,
p.434
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3. The two readings • . • were done at one sitting *
Cltalics in the original!. Possibly two readings
separated by a twenty-four-hour interval would
yield greater returns, as might also the reading
at one sitting followed by preparation of the
outline after an interval of time. 30
These suggested limitations would seem to be consistent
36
with a former study by the same author in which it was
found that "taking notes on lectures resulted in no sig-
nificant advantage immediately, but that the results of
37
notes were appreciable after a period of time."
Another study seemed to indicate a question as to
38
the value of outlining. Germane and Germane, as reported
39
by McDonald, experimented in grades five through nine,
attempting to discover whether or not the making of a
35 Ibidi
,
p.437
•
36 Ibid., p.438, and C.C. Crawford, "Some Experi-
mental Studies of the Results of College note-taking,"
Joumal of Educational Research, 12:379-386, December, 1925
37 Crawford, "Relative Value of Reading and Cutlin
ing as Methods of Study," op. cit.
.
p.438.
38 C.E. Germane and E.G. Germane, Silent Reading .
(New York: Row, Peterson, and Company, 1925), pp. 71-72.
39 McDonald, o£. cit.
.
p.2.
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summary outline might he more valuable than re-reading.
Two groups of approximately equal intelligence quotients
read a nine-page article on hygiene. Each group was given
thirty minutes. One group was to read and make a summary-
outline, referring to the article as needed. The other
group was to re-read the article as often as possible in
thirty minutes. A final quiz revealed that the group
which re-read without outlining "showed a superiority
of from 4„4 per cent to 20.4 per cent over the other
pupils." However, many of the statements were wordy
'and the major and minor points were not noted by these
40
pupils who re-read. McDonald, in discussing the above
experiment concludes, "Making summary-outlines as a
preparation for the lesson is not an economical method
of study for pupils who have not been trained in organiza-
41
tlon ? (italics not in the original]).
Judging by McDonald's work in developing increased
42
speed in the skill of outlining, however, it would seem
that intensive training in this skill might result in less
waste of study-time than that which seemed evident in the
43
’ studies by Crawford and by Germane and Germane as reported
40 Loc. cit.
41 Loc. cit.
42 Ibid., p. 103.
43 Crawford, op. cit.
,
pp. 436-437.
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by McDonald. Moreover, Crawford’s statements as to the
limitations of his study suggest that outlining might
have ultimate value even if its immediate results were
45
disappointing. The present writer is of this opinion
both because of her own need for outlining and because
of the statements of specialists in the fields of reading
and composition, some of which are discussed below.
Review of literature related to outlining . Judging
by the opinions of several specialists in reading and
composition, there is a vital need for the skill of organi-
46
zation. Betts, for example, declares that organization
is valuable for interpreting facts, applying them to one's
particular problem, or communicating them to others.
He writes:
Information is organized for the purpose of
applying facts to the solution of a personal
problem or for communication to others interested
in the same problem. In addition, well developed
organization abilities permit the learner to perceive
44 McDonald, o£. olt
.
,
p.2.
45 Crawford, op. clt
.
,
pp. 437-438.
46 Emmett A. Betts, "Developing Basic Reading
Abilities," Elementary English Review, 20: 312-20 .December,
1943.
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relationships between facts, and, therefore,
contribute to intelligent interpretation.
Hence, organization abilities rank high on
a scale of values. 47
48
Agreeing with Betts, Blanchard declares that clearness and
forcefulness in thought-giving depend on organization. Even
a telephone book must be well organized and order is the
primary consideration in expository writing. He compares
the arts of painting and of writing in this respect for,
49
he says, each must have "sound and effective organization."
Just as comprehension and composition require good
50
organization, so, too, does the ability to recall. Durrell
states that a child may be weak "in the ability to organize
ideas and to discriminate between major and minor ideas,
with a result that either written or oral recall is a
51
collection of loosely associated fragments of the selection."
47 Ibid :, p.319.
48 Frederic Thomas Blanchard, The Art of Composition .
(Boston: Ginn and Company, 1934), pp. 13-14.
49 Blanchard, loc. cit.
50
Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading
Abilities
.
(Yonkers-on-Eudson,Hew York:WorlcTBook Company
.
1940), pp. 234-39, 254-61, and 295.
51
Ibid
.
,
p.295
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In addition, assoeiational work, he states, requires a
child to "find applications and examples of generaliza-
52
tions in reading." Since the making of generalizations
is one form of organization, Durrell’s statements womld
seem to indicate that there is a real need for training
in this skill.
Adults as well as children need the ability to
53
organize ideas, says Goodykoontz. She explains that
we use a "selective sorting technique " whenever we are
asked what the paper has reported about a strike, or
when we answer letters, skim through magazines to find
some material pertinent to our problems, answer questions,
54
make reports, or tell stories.
f
"This selective sorting
(analysis) and formulating (synthesizing) we commonly call
55
organizing," she says. She stresses the fact that child-
ren, too, need the<etwo types of organizing ability.
5£ Loo , cit .
53 Be 88 Goodykoontz, "Teaching Pupils to Organize
What They Read," Elementary English Review, 7: 87-90,April,
1930.
54 Ibid .
,
p. 87
.
55 Goodykoontz, loc. cit.
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56
McCullough, Strang, and Traxler give another reason
for drill in organization. They state that geography and
history books have been written in such a way as to present
unnecessary difficulty for the pupil. The authors often
write, McCullough and her co-authors believe, as if every
reader were a geographer or a historian able to understand
all the technical words which the texts contain. Moreover,
continue these writers, even the definitions which are in-
cluded in many books are as hard to understand as the
original vocabulary. Since so much information is con-
densed into small paragraphs, these authors continue,
the pupils often receive no clues as to which are the
major ideas and, therefore, those most worth remembering.
"There is little doubt," they state, " that, for many a
poor reader, the subject is not only ’covered' but well
57
under the sod." If texts are often as difficult as
McCullough, Strang, and Traxler maintain that they are
,
there would seem to be particular need to teach the skill
of organization, lest the child lose all sense of the
relative importance of the facts.
5C Constance M. McCullough, Huth M. Strang, and
Arthur E. Traxler, Problems in the Improvement of Heading.
(Few York: MeCraw-Hi11 Book Company
,
Inc., 19 4677 pp. 77-79
.
57 Loc. cit.
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Finally, Traxler stresses the need for the skill of
organization. He believes that teachers of any subject
which includes reading should teach nwork-type reading
skills, (italics in the original] such as selecting main
59
ideas, outlining, note-making, skimming, and reviewing.
A common factor of all these skills, he states, is the
power to separate the important from the less important
items. This ability to select major and minor points and
to apply this skill to learning, continues Traxler, "is
probably one of the two most important and distinguishing
60
characteristics of nature study? So vital is such a skill,
he believes, that teachers who develop this quality are
encouraging an ability in thinking which is basic to
61
"the functioning of a democracy."
Conclusion . In spite of the fact that two studies
have shown that the skill of outlining may be time-consum-
ing and inefficient compared with re-reading, there seems
to be a good deal of evidence that the ability to organize
reading matter is decidedly worth while.
66 A.E. Traxler, "The Improvement of Study,"
The School Review
,
53: 286-93, May, 1945.
59 Ibid
.
,
p.292
.
60 Loc . cit .
61 Loc. cit*
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In this chapter, the writer has attempted to review
the literature on the subject of reading organization.
In Chapter I H, the emphasis will be placed on the de scrip
tion of the method used in conducting this study and on
the exercises which have been prepared.
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CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION OP THE STUDY

CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION OP THE STUDY
As stated in Chapter II, this chapter will deal with
the method used in conducting this study and will include
the exercises which have been prepared.
Description of school population . The population
used for the experiment was a small sixth grade composed
of twelve pupils in the same classroom with twenty-two
fifth-grade pupils. The children lived on the fringe of
a middle-sized industrial city, a large proportion of
them coming from homes with an average or low socio-
economic status. Several pupils were hindered in their
use of English because of bilingualism. Their chronological
ages varied from ten years and six months to twelve years
and eleven months, and their intelligence quotients ranged
from seventy-six to one hundred nineteen. On an informal
test of oral reading and recall, three of the twelve pupils
were at a second-grade achievement level while one was at
the third grade level. Some of the class, however, were
excellent readers. Thus, there seemed to be a wide range
of reading ability.
Standardized tests and the results . At the beginning
of the school year, the writer purchased and administered
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Two standardized tests : the "Durrell-Sullivan Heading
1
Capacity Test, Intermediate Test: Form A," and the
"Durrell-Sullivan Heading Achievement Test, Intermediate
2
Test, Form A.” In addition, the city provided the
3
"Stanford Achievement Test, Intermediate Heading, Form D."
The range of scores was as follows. On the "Durrell-
Sullivan Capacity Test" the scores ranged from age 9-11
to 13-5, while the achievement test showed a range from
9-11 to 13-9. The variation was even greater on the
t
.
"Stanford Achievement Test," the class ranging from 9-3
to 15-7.
These results of the reading tests showed that the
sixth grade had some excellent readers and some who were
far below grade-level. Several were not achieving success
equal to what the capacity test indicated.
Description of workbook and informal tests. For the
r easons discussed in Chapters I and II, the writer decided
to experiment in the field of reading organization. The
term "reading organization" as used in this study may be
defined as the ability to group related words or ideas,
to list events in chronological sequence, and to arrange
1 World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson,New York.
2 Supra. Copy of tests in Chapter III, following
workbook.
3 Supra. Copy of tests in Chapter III, following
workbook.
List of scores in Table I.
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ideas in a meaningful pattern so that an outline of
written material may result. Original exercises in
classification and in various types of organization
were constructed. The paragraphs on which the larger
number of them were based were taken from available sixth-
grade reading books which had not been used by these
pupils. Some of the material was completely re-written
from various books which provided subject matter of high
interest-level for this grade. From samples of these
exercises, an informal test was composed. The workbook
and test contain lessons in simple classification and
generalization using lists of words, the selection of
best titles or of topic sentences, the organization of
scrambled outlines or of sequence from memory, the writing
of headlines and titles, the supplying of minor or of
major topics for incomplete outlines, and the making of
complete outlines. Thus, the lessons progress in difficul-
ty from the organizing of words, sentences, or outlines
which have already been prepared for the child to the
simple recognition of the main idea of a paragraph, and,
finally, to the actual writing, by the pupil, of new
material in the form of headings or outlines.
Method of conducting the study . The procedure used
in the classroom was as follows. During the reading
., i h >i P ' " 9V O A' (' d
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periods for one week, the informal test>
,
composed of
sample exercises similar to those in the workbook, was
given to grade six. On the whole, the class did poorly,
4
as may be seen in Chapter IV. Following this test, the
exercises in the workbook were used for approximately
thirty minutes daily for five weeks, after which the
initial test was administered again. The exercises were
then re-arranged according to the difficulty which they
had presented to the class as shown by the daily oral and
written work. These exercises are included in this chapter
29
5
Conclusion . In the present chapter, the writer has
attempted to describe the school population, the workbook,
and the procedure by which this study has been developed.
The workbook and tests have been included, following page
29. In Chapter IV it is the purpose of this student to
analyze the results of the tests.
1 Table I, Chapter IV
5 Following p*29.
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Workbook
Exercises to Develop the S tudy-skill
of Organization
Grade 6
r
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TABLE OF CONTENTS
( 44 Exercises )
Type of Exercise Numbers of Pages
1. Generalizing from Minor
Classifications
Exercises
1 la- 2a
2* Word Categories
a* With 2 groupings 2-3 3a-6a
b* With 3 groupings 4 7a-8a
c. With 2 and with 3 groupings 5 9a-10a
3* Selecting Best Titles 6-9 lla-19a
4* Organizing Scrambled Outlines 10-12 20a-23a
5. Finding Topic Sentences 13-15 24a-29a
6. Organizing Sequence from Memory 16-22 30a-38a
7. Writing Headlines
and
8. Writing Titles 23-27 39a-47a
9. Supplying Minor Topics
for Incomplete Outlines 28-36 48a-57a
10« Supplying Major Topics
for Incomplete Outlines 37-40 58a-63a
11* Making a Complete Outline 41-44 64a-68a
Bibliography 69a
Informal Test 70a
vii
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Exercises to Develop the Study-Skill of Organization
Boys and Girls,
Here are some lessons which will help you to group
ideas which belong together. If you can do this work well,
you will be able to read
,
to study
,
and to remember what
you study much more easily than you otherwise could have
done. Such work will help you in your social studies,
health, and science lessons. Do you think that these ex-
ercises will be worth while ?
Exercise 1
I
Generalizing
Sometimes we need to know a definite word or phrase
to describe a group of things. For example, dogs, cats
and tigers are all animals . Dimes, pennies and nickels
are all coins .
See whether or not you can give a definite answer
for each of these lists.
1.1 spade, 2 rakes, and 1 hoe equal 4
.
2.3 windows, 1 chimney, 1 roof, and 2 doors equal 7 .
3.2 violins, 1 cello, and 2 trumpets equal 5 .
4.3 bees, 2 butterflies, and 2 mosquitoes equal 7 .
5.1 propeller, 2 wings, and 1 fuselage equal 4 .
6.4 bears, 1 elephant, and 2 giraffes equal 7 .
II
1. 2 fenders, 1 motor, and 1 windshield equal 4 .
2. 1 Monday, 1 Wednesday and 1 Saturday equal 3 .
3. 3 seas, 1 ocean, and 2 bays equal 6 .
4. 3 automobiles, 2 busses, and 1 taxi equal 6 .
5. 2 cups of milk, 1 cup of water, and 2 cups of
coffe equal 5 cups of
•
III
1. 1 stove, 2 furnaces, and 5 fireplaces equal 8 •
2. 1 floor, 3 walls, and 2 ceilings equal 6 .
3. The eyes, the nose, and mouth equal 3 .
4. 2 pennies, 3 dimes, and 2 nickels equal 7
5. 3 kittens, 2 puppies, and 2 ducklings equal 7
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Answers
Generalizing
Exercise 1
I
1. gardening tools
2. parts of houses
3 0 musical instruments
4. insects
5* parts of airplanes
6. animals
»
ii
1. parts of an automobile
2. days of the week
3. bodies of water
4. vehicles
5. liquids
III
1. heaters
2. parts of room
3. parts of the head
4. coins (pieces of money)
5* young creatures
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Word Categories
3a
Here, each group of ten words belongs in 2. groups. For
instance: dollar; cent; yellow; blue; dime. These words
would make 2 short lists of colors and money
,
like this:
Colors Money
red
yellow
blue
dollar
cent
dime
See whether or not you can make 2 groups of words from
each of these lists.
Exercise 2
I
s
1. cat; dog; canary; elephant; robin; blue jay; tiger;
sparrow; bluebird; lion.
2. fire; furnace; ice; refrigerator; snow; sun; flames;
blaze; hailstones; icicles.
3. piano; rake; hoe; violin; clarinet; organ; spading fork;
trumpet; comet; shovel.
4. Monday; Friday; February; Tuesday; June; July; Wednesday
March; December; Thursday.
5. Charles; Jim; Mary; Henry; Betty; Jane; Sam; Dorothy;
Hell; Dick.
II
1. ball; hammer; saw; doll; teddy bear; chisel; jack-in-
the-box; rattle; pincers; screw-driver.
2. nickel; dime; ticket; penny; notebook; ball; quarter;
bat; boat; dollar.
3. robin; hen; turkey; sparrow; duck; oriole; rooster;
peacock; bluebird; goose.
4. fly; cat; kitten; mosquito; dog; bear; porcupine;
dragonfly; bee; cow.
5. Tom Sawyer; Captain John Smith; General Eisenhower;
Huckleberry Finn; Popeye; General MacArthur;
,
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Exercise 2
II (continued)
5* Lindbergh; Wilson; Cinderella.
Answers
Word Categories
( 2 groupings
)
Exercise 2
I
1. birds and animals
2. hot and cold things
3. instruments and garden tools
4. days and months
5. boys' names and girls' names
II
1. toys and tools (or carpenter's tools)
2. money and goods that may be bought with money
3. flying birds and poultry (or domestic fowl)
4. insects and animals
5. real people and story-book characters
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Word Categories
Exercise 31.
mouse; tiger; kitten; lion; elephant; puppy;
rhinoceros; giraffe; squirrel; chipmunk.
2. sea shells; sand; ladder; pole; waves; engine;
siren; bell; hook and ladder; truck;
3. white; yellow; black; sunny; purple; shady;
gloomy; golden; shadows; pale pink.
4. pencil; egg beater; pen; ruler; bowl; mixing spoon;
paring knife; paper; envelope; ink.
5. desk; eraser; elastic; shingle; boards; rubbers;
hot water bottle; desk chair; door; rubber boots.
II
!• shoes; pen point; calfskin belt; water pipe; stove;
stove pipe; watch; clock; pigskin gloves; cowboys'
boots
.
2. July; ice; snow; January; August; heat; iced lemonade;
hot cocoa; Christmas; Fourth of July.
3. gay; pleased; gloomy; contented; sad; fearful; anxious;
Joyful; glad; afraid.
4. kitten; dog; bear; puppy; cat; cub; lion; horse;
calf; colt; cow*
5. Mr. Jones; Jimmie; Mrs. Smith; Sammie; Dick; Mr. Brown;
Fed; Jerry; Alice Hadley; Mrs. Brady.
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Word Categories
(2 groupings)
6a
Exercise 3
Answers
I
1. large and small animals
2. objects at the beach and the fire station
3. light and dark for happy and sad)
4. writing materials and kitchen equipment
5. articles of rubber and of wood
II
1. articles of leather and of metal
2. summer and winter for hot and cold)
3. happiness and unhappiness
4. young animals and full-grown animals
5. children and adults for real names and nicknames)
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Three Categories
Exercise 4
I
This time, make 3 lists from each group of ten items.
1. robin; chickadee; herring; bear; cod; blue jay;
elephant; mackerel; salmon; dog.
2. Boston; February; Brockton; March; Mississippi Biver;
Chicago; June; San Francisco ; July ; Ohio Biver
3. Columbia Biver; Massachusetts; Amazon Biver; Monday;
California; Tuesday; Maine; Friday; Bhode Island;
Sunday.
4. Bocky Mountains; Boston; Buffalo; Connecticut Biver;
Chicago; Melrose; Appalachian Mountains; Amazon Biver;
Springfield; Detroit;
5. shovel; hammer; saw; paring knife; egg beater; chisel;
rake; hoe; mixing spoon; plane (for smoothing lumber).
II
This time make 3 groups from each list of 10 items,
1, fish; dragonfly; bird; cat; bat; eel; dog; bear;
mosquito; rabbit.
2, Q; D; E; VI; TX; 9; 7; XIII; CXX; E.
3, pen; soupspoon; paper; ink; mixing bowl; measuring
spoon; cup and saucer; pencil; ruler; mixing spoon.
4, bed; sofa; dining table; bureau; soup plates; china
cabinet; bookcase; upholstered chairs; piano; brush
and comb.
5, bird; Edison; Lindbergh; Longfellow; Mark Twain;
Bickenbacker; Marconi; Louisa Alcott; Samuel Morse;
Alexander Sraham Bell.
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Word Categories
( 3 groupings
)
Exercise 4
1. birds, animals, and fish
2. cities, months, and rivers
3. rivers, days, and states
4. mountains, cities, and rivers
5. garden tools, kitchen tools, and carpenters’ tools
II
1. water creatures, land creatures, and flying creatures
2. numbers, letters, and Roman numerals
3. writing equipment, eating equipment, and cooking
equipment
4. bedroom, living room, and dining room equipment
5. aviators, inventors, and writers
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Word Categories
Exercise 6
1
I
See whether or not you can make 2 groups of words
from each of these lists,
1. pine; ball; rocking-horse; cedar; elm; maple; willow;
whistle; doll; teddy bear.
2. sand; waves; stove; refrigerator; shells; rocks;
sink; baking pan; pail and shovel; teakettle.
3. tickets; fire engine; siren; time table; train;
whistle; hook and ladder; helmets; tracks; hose.
4. Christmas; June; February; Fourth of July; January;
Easter; Columbus Day; August; Armistice Day.
5. Massachusetts; Ford; Buick; Connecticut; Chevrolet;
Maine; Virginia; Dodge; Vermont; Packard.
II
Make 3 lists this time.
1. monument; arrowhead; pen point; bookcase; table;
marble pillars; head of a hammer; maple floor;
aluminum dipper; slate blackboard.
2. dime; dollar; purse; store; bank; pocketbook; market;
nickel; theater; penny.
3. cello; trumpet; snare drum; violin; trombone; flute;
kettle drum; comet; bass drum; French horn;
4. mansion; cottage; apartment building; church; State
House; hut; public library; museum; City Hall;
bungalow.
5. hide-and-go-seek; automobile; pencil; London Bridge
is Falling Down; train; eraser; ink; hopscotch;
bus; pen.
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10a
Exercise 5
Answers
I
1* trees and toys
2. objects from the beach and the kitchen
3* fire station and railroad station
4* holidays and months
5. states and cars (or automobiles)
II
(3 groupings)
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
objects of stone, of wood, and of metal
money, places to keep money, and places to spend
money
stringed instruments, wind instruments, and percussion
instruments (or drums)
large dwelling-houses, small dwelling-houses, and
public buildings
games, vehicles, and writing equipment

11a
Selecting Best Titles
The best title for a paragraph or section is the
title about which the whole paragraph or section is
telling. Do not choose a title which is discussed by
only a small part of the paragraph.
Which of the following titles give the main thought
of these whole paragraphs or sections ?
Book used: Carol Hovius, and Elga M. Shearer, Wings for
Heading . Boston: D.C. Heath and Company, 1942. 46C pp.
Exercise 6.
1 .
p. 110 paragraph 2, beginning, "Once an elephant."
1. A Frightened Elephant
2. Work for a Tame Elephant
3. A United States Zoo
4. An Elephant for a Prince
2 .
P. 123, paragraph 1, beginning, "On a cold"...
1. The First Airplane Flight
2. The Wright Brothers
3. A Short Flight
4. A Clumsy Plane
3.
P.197, paragraph 3, beginning, "Sky riding in"...
1. Hiding in a Fire Balloon
2. Professor Charles
3. Much Lighter than Air
4. A Hew Way of Making a Balloon Float
4.
P.198, paragraphs 1 and 2, beginning, "One day" and
"terrified peasants"...
1. A Test Flight
2. Traveling Fifteen Miles
3. How the Flying"Monster" Was Treated
4. Frightened Peasants
5 .
P. 219,
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
paragraph 8 beginning "That’s it"..
Breathing Ordinary Air
Sealing the Cabin
The Value of the Supercharger
Panting for Breath
..
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Selecting Best Titles
Carol Hovious and Elga M. Shearer, Wings for Heading .
Boston: D.C. Heath and Company, 1942, 466 pp.
Exercise 6
Paragraphs Used
1 .
P.110, paragraph 2.
"Once an elephant is over its fright, it soon becomes
tame, and there is work for it to do. It may go to an
Indian prince who will ride it in parades or on tiger hunts
It may become a living truck to carry heavy loads for the
army, for elephants can carry as much as a ton at a time.
It may learn to carry heavy logs for sawmills. It may be
shipped to some faraway country, like the United States,
to become part of a circus or a zoo. One thing is sure*
Never again will these elephants break into the farmers*
Iw fields to destroy the crops. "
i 2 *M P. 123, paragraph 1.
"On a cold December morning in 1903, almost forty
years ago, the Wright Brothers did what no man had ever
done before. They flew. It was not much of a flight.
The olumsy little plane shot up and down in the air.
One. moment it was ten feet off the ground. The next it
darted down to within a few inches of the earth. On the
fourth downward swoop it hit the soft sand and stuck there.
All in all, it stayed in the air twelve seconds and flew
120 feet. Yet it had flown. Since that famous December
day, men have found hundreds of new uses for the airplane."
3.
P.197, paragraph 3.
"Sky riding in a fire balloon was clearly dangerous.
Was there some other way of making a balloon float ?
Professor Charles, another Frenchman, soon had the answer.
Why not fill a bag with hydrogen instead of with hot
smoke ? He knew that hydrogen was fourteen times lighter
than air. Since it was lighter than air, hydrogen ought *
to lift the balloon, just as hot smoke had done. With
hydrogen, he would not need to carry a fire into the
skies with him."
12a
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P.198, paragraphs 1 and £
13a
’’One day he sent the balloon up on a test flight.
It floated away Just like a fire balloon. Charles
watched it rise to 3000 feet and disappear into the
clouds. Fifteen miles away it came to earth.
"Terrified peasants saw it. Thinking that a devil
had dropped on them from the skies, the peasants grabbed
their pitchforks and ran toward the monster. They jabbed
the pitchfork into the balloon until the silk was torn
to shreds. Then they tied it to the tail of a horse and
dragged it over the country to be sure that it was dead."
5.
P.219, paragraph 8.
"•That's it. And a supercharger saves you the trouble
of panting. When this plane leaves the ground, it is
just like any other plane, and you breathe ordinary air.
At 8,000 feet the cabin is sealed, airtight. From then on
you breathe supercharged air. The supercharger pulls in
the thin outside air and shrinks it so that it isn’t
thin any more. Then a blower shoots this supercharged
air into the cabin for you to breathe.'"
Exercise 6
Answers
1 . 2
2 . 1
3. 4
4. 3
5. 3
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Selecting Beat Titles
Exercise 7
Book used: Gerald Yoakam, M.Madilene Veverka, and Louise
Abney, From Every Land. New York: Laidlaw Brothers, 1941.
448 pp.
1. p.210, paragraph 2, beginning "As he paddled"..
1. A Crude Boat
2. Drifting with the Wind
3. Moving a Primitive Boat
4. Using a Grass Mat
2. po211. Last paragraph, beginning "The fact that"..
1. A Log Canoe
2. How a Canoe Is Made
3. Primitive People
4. Using a Sail
3. p.210, last paragraph, beginning "The sea has"..
1. Modem Ships
2. Great Monsters
3. The Development of Large Boats
4. People 1 s Beliefs about the Sea
Exercise 1_
Paragraphs Used
1* P.210, paragraph 2.
"As he paddled or pushed his crude boat around a lake,
he found that when the wind blew, it was hard to go forward.
Perhaps it was many thousands of years before he reasoned
that if he would use a skin or a grass mat as a sail he
could go still faster. Thus he discovered that there are
two ways to get a boat over and through the water. He
could push against the water with his hand or with a
paddle, or he could let the wind push against the sail
on his boat and thus save himself labor. He could, of
course, drift with the wind or current, but that did not
satisfy him, for by such methods he could not go where he
wanted to go."
•
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Exercise 7
Yoakam, 0£. cit .
2, P.211, last paragraph.
t
"The fact that primitive peoples of today still use
simple types of boats enables us to understand how boats
and ships developed. One of the most primitive of these
boats of today is the log canoe. Southern Indians learned
how to make them by hollowing out a log with fire, but
modern log canoes are made with improved tools which make
the shaping of the hulls much easier. A canoe differs from
other boats beoause of its long, narrow hull that is sharp
at both ends. It is propelled by sail or paddle, but not
by the oar."
3. P.210, last paragraph.
"The sea has always fascinated man. Because he has
been curious about everything on the earth and in the
heavens he has always been led to try to see what is on
the other side. Before the beginning of modern ships,
the seas were veiled in mystery. People believed that
great monsters lived in the unknown seas and that these
monsters would destroy them and their little boats if
they ventured far from shore. Some people believed the
myth of the sea serpent to this day and it took many
thousands of years for man to develop boats large enough
so that he did not fear to sail the greatest oceans."
Exercise 7
Answers
1. 3
2 . 1
3. 4
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Selecting Best Titles
Exercise 8
16a
Book Used: Gerald Yoakam, ojd. oi
t
.
1. p. 212, paragraph 3, Beginning "The canoes are”,.
and paragraph 4, "beginning, "The birch bark of"...
1. Hiawatha's Canoe
2. Making Better Canoes
3. Modern Canoes
4. Using Birch Bark
2. P.213, paragraph 1, beginning "Uith his kayak".
1 • The Kayak
2. Using a Kayak
3. Ualrus Hunting
4. A Sudden Ducking
3. P.279, paragraph 1, beginning "Double-X- ranch"
1. Double-X- ranch House
2. A Beautiful Valley
3. The Double-X-ranch
4. A Fine Horse Corral
4. P.279, paragraph 3, beginning "Elizabeth was fond"
1. A Big Diving "Room
2. Elizabeth's Home
3. Interesting Decorations
4.
* The Comforts of the City
Exercise 8
Paragraphs Used
Book used: Yoakam, op . ci t .
1. p.212, paragraphs 3 and 4.
"The canoes of the Korth American Indian are famous
in song and story. Hiawatha's building of his marvelous
canoe has been made immortal by Longfellow. The birch
bark canoe was an improved kind of vessel. It was shaped
to a frame instead of being dug out of a log, so it was
light to carry. The Indian developed his canoe to a high
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Exercise 8 ( continued)
Paragraphs Used
state of beauty, and used it for travel as well as in war.
"The birch bark of the Indian canoe was shaped to
the frame of wood, sewed, and made water tight with gum
from the pine tree, and then decorated with the Indian's
art. Modern canoes built by the white man and used on
thousands of lakes and rivers, still follow the lines of
the Indian* s canoe."
2. p.213, paragraph 1.
"With his kayak the Eskimo can hunt the walrus and
the polar bear. Though he often takes a ducking because
the canoe is very easily tipped over, the Eskimo uses it
with surprising skill and can right himself quickly when
overturned in the water. With his spear and kayak he can
hunt the great walrus and pursue the polar bear as he
swims from one cake of ice to another."
3. p. 279, paragraph 1.
"Double-X-ranch house was a long, low building of
logs and adobe. It stood in a valley, hemmed in by the
mountains. Water came from the lake made by damming up
a small mountain stream. This lake gave her father enough
water for cattle and for irrigating some hay land in the
bottom. Here the home corrals were located for holding
young stock and cows who needed special attention. The
horse corral was ample for a large herd of horses needed
for work on the range."
4. p.279, paragraph 3.
"Elizabeth was fond of her home. She liked the big
living room with its log beams and its great stone fire-
place. She liked the Indian rugs on the floor, the heads
of deer and bear on the wall; and best of all she liked
her cheerful room which her father had finished for her
with all the comforts of the city."
Answers
Exercise 8
~T. 2
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2 . 2
3. 3.
4. 2
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Selecting Best Titles
Book Used: Cerald Yoakam, o£. c it .
Exercise 9
18a
1. p.283, paragraph 1, beginning n The next day"..
and paragraph 2, beginning "Bill, himself.”
(Choose only 1 title in all).
1. A Hotel Breakfast
2. A Healthy Cirl
3. A Big Sombrero
4. Interesting Costumes
2. pp. 287-288. Last paragraph on p.287 .beginning
"Team Tying is.”
1. A Time Limit
2. How Team Tying Is Done
3. Lassoing a Calf’s Head
4. Branding a Calf
3. p.289, paragraph 6, beginning, ” The Wallapi Band."
1. The Music of the Wallapi Band
2. Boola-Boola
3. Indian Music
4. An Enthusiastic Audience
Exercise 9.
Paragraphs Used
1. p.283, paragraphs 1 and 2.
"The next day they arose early and dressed. When
they came down into the lobby of the hotel for breakfast.
Bill looked them over with approval. Betty was in the
riding costume bought in Hew *ork. She was a large
healthy girl and looked at least two years older than she
was. Charles was in the most approved western dress
—
wide sombrero, crimson silk shirt, tight trousers, and
short cowboy boots. Around his neck he wore a yellow silk
handkerchief.
"Bill, himself, had entered into the spirit of the
occasion by dressing his spare form in riding breeches,
gray flannel shirt, red neck cloth, wide hat and boots
with spurs. ’Might as well look like the west,’ said Bill.
’That’s the way they expect us to look.'"
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Exercise 9 (continued)
Paragraphs Used
2. pp.287-288. Last paragraph on p. 287.
"Team tying is a contest in which a team of two men
on horses try to see how quickly they can rope and tie
a calf which is released to run free across the arena.
One rider lassoed the head and one, the hind feet of the
flying calf. Uhen and if the calf is roped, the rider
who has roped the head dismounts and with a short rope
which he held in his mouth as he rode, ties the calf’s
feet together so that, if desired, it could he branded.
A time limit is set on the contest. The riders must tope
and tie their calf in ninety seconds or forfeit the con-
test. But good ropers perform the trick in twenty-five
seconds or less.”
3. p.289, paragraph 6.
”The Wallapi hand kept up a steady, if not always
harmonious, series of college tunes. Somebody suggested
that they play some Indian music, hut they ignored the
suggestion in stolid fashion and began Boola-Boola. Uhen
they got out of tune, the comet player rose in his seat
and put them right again with vigorous swinging of both
head and comet. The people applauded enthusiastically."
Exercise 9
Answers
1. 4
2 . 2
3. 1.
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Organizing Scrambled Outlines
Exercise 10
20a
This outline is given in mixed order. Pick out the
main or major topic. Then, under the main topic, list
the minor topics which go with it. (Should these minor
topics be in a particular order ?)
I
1. Sitting up to beg
2. Counting up to five by barking
3. My pet dog's tricks
4. Jumping to catch a ball
5. Bringing in the newspaper
II
Do the same work with this outline. Copy minor topics
in correct order .
1. Firmly sewing across the top of the bag
2. Deciding upon the size of the pieces
3. Cutting cloth for the sides of the bag
4. Making a bean bag
5. Filling the bag with dried beans
6. Finding a piece of firm cloth
7. Sewing all except the top of the bag
Exercise 10
Answers
I
My Pet Dog's Tricks
(Other topics in any order)
II
Making a Bean Bag (4)
6. Finding a piece of fine cloth
2. Deciding upon the size of the pieces
3. Cutting cloth for the sides of the bag
7. Sewing all except the top of the bag
5. . Filling the bag with dried beans
1. Firmly sewing across the top of the bag
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Organizing Scrambled Outlines
Exercise 11
Copy the major topic first. Then, under it, copy
the minor topics in correct order .
I
1. covering the roof and sides
2. Making the framework
3. Building a house
4. Building the foundation
5. Painting the house
6. Digging the cellar
II
Copy the main topic first. Should the minor topics
be arranged in a particular order ?
1. A beautiful swan dive
2. Interesting sights at the beach
3. A first lesson in diving
4. A three-year-old swimmer
5. Castles in the sand
6. A game of beach-ball
7. A rescue by the life guard
Exercise 11
Answers
I
Building a House (3)
(6) Digging the cellar
(4) Building a foundation
(2) Making the framework
(1) Covering the roof and sides
(5) Painting the house
II
Interesting Sights at the Beach (2)
(Other topics in any order.
Discuss. They could be arranged as water and beach
activities.
)
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Organizing Scrambled Outlines
Book used, Carol Hovious, Things for Heading
, pp. 38-39.
Do not use the book, until you have arranged these
topics as you think they should go, Find the major topic
first. The minor topics should be in correct order .
Exercise 12
I
1. Teaching pigeons to return to their nests from a short
distance
2. Training homing pigeons
3. Taking pigeons farther away from their nests
4. Teaching hungry baby pigeons to walk into their nests
II
Uo definite order is needed, this time.
1. Robins
2. Kinds of birds
3. Bluebirds
4. VThite-throated sparrows
5. Barn swallows
Exercise 12
Paragraphs Used
Reference: Hovious, op. clt .
Pp. 38-39. (These paragraphs are not needed except for a
check on the accuracy of the outlines as arranged by the
pupils.
)
”A homing pigeon must enter its nest the minute it
gets home. The men who own pigeons say that the pigeon
must 'trap 1 itself, that is, go into its nest. When a
pigeon is carrying a message, the owner wants to know
what is in the message. To get the message, he must get
the pigeon. If the bird sits in a tree or on the roof
of a building, it is not of much use as a messenger 1
Therefore, the first lesson the little pigeon learns is
to go into its nest and trap itself.
’’When the baby pigeon has learned to walk from the
landing board back into its house, it is ready for the
second lesson. This lesson is harder. The trainer sends
the young bird a short distance away from the loft, or
building where the nests are placed. He stays at the loft
and rattles a cup with corn and peas in it. The baby
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Exercise 12 (continued)
Paragraphs Used
Pp.38 and 39 (continued)
pigeon is so near the loft that it can hear the grain
rattling in the feed cup. It listens a few seconds;
then back it flies, eager for food.
"For the third lesson the baby pigeon must learn
to come home when it is so far away that it cannot hear
food rattling in the feed cup. Each day the trainer
takes the pigeon a little farther away from home before
he turns it loose. Each time when the young pigeon re-
turns to the loft, it finds food waiting for it."
Exercise 12
Answers
I
Training Homing Pigeons
4. Teaching hungry baby pigeons to walk into their nests
1. Teaching pigeons to return to their nests from a short
distance
3. Taking pigeons farther away from their nests
II
(Uo book is needed here)
Kinds of Birds (2)
(Other topics in any order)
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binding Topic Sentences
Exercise 13
Many paragraphs have 1 sentence which tells you what
the whole paragraph is about! Such a sentence is called
a topic sentence. It is usually found near the beginning
of a paragraph, but occasionally it is placed at the end !
See whether or not you can find the topic sentence of
each of the following paragraphs. Copy only the first "5
words of the sentences. Tell whether you have chosen tTie
first
,
second
,
or last sentence.
Book used : Carol Hovious, op. cit .
1. P.210,
2. P.210,
paragraph 1, beginning, "When a smoke",
paragraph 3, beginning "Smoke jumpers soon."
3. P.212, paragraph 2, beginning "Eire fighters had".
4. P.219, paragraph 8,beginning "That’s it. And".
5. P.182, paragraph 2, beginning "If you had".
Paragraphs Used
Exercise 12
1. P.210, paragraph 1.*/
"When a smoke jumper comes down out of the skies, he
looks like a strange monster from another world. On his
head is a heavy helmet. Over his face is a mask of heavy
steel wire. A thick, padded suit covers his body. A
heavy collar protects his neck. The jacket, closely belted
above the hips, opens from top to bottom with a zipper.
The trousers, fitting up over the jacket, zip open from
the waist to the foot. After the jumper has landed, it
takes him only a moment to unfasten the parachute, unzip
his clothes, and be ready for work."
2, P.210, paragraph 3.
^
"Smoke jumpers soon learned that they needed a special
kind of parachute. The usual chute was twenty-four feet
across and floated to earth at the rate of sixteen feet a
.Jf
,
t
Exercise 13 ( continued)%
25a
2. (continued)
i
—
-second. Sixteen feet a second was too fast, when a man
had to land in rough country at the edge of a forest fire.
So the Forest Service designed a special thirty-foot para-
chute that floated to earth at only twelve feet a second.
This slow descent gave the jumper time to look around and
choose his landing spot.”
3. P.212, paragraph 2,
"Fire fighters had a standing joke about how they
ordered breakfast from the skies. When the breakfast
package left the plane on a large shute, they said, with
a grin, it contained eggs, butter, and sliced bread. As
the package fluttered to earth in the smoky air above the
forest fire, the heat cooked the eggs, toasted the bread,
and melted the butter. When the package landed, the eggs
broke on the buttered toast, and breakfast was ready to
eat I "
4. P.219, paragraph 8 (Previously used for "Selecting
Best Titles”)
That's it. And a supercharger saves you the
trouble of panting. When this plane leaves the ground,
it is jus t like any other plane, and you breathe ordinary
air. At eight thousand feet the cabin is sealed, air
tight. From then on you breathe supercharged air. The
supercharger pulls in the thin outside air and shrinks it
so that it isn't thin any more. Then a blower shoots this
supercharged air into the cabin for you to breathe.*"
5. P.182, paragraph 2.
"If you had crossed a busy street in Milwaukee a few
years ago, you might have seen an automobile and trailer
parked at the corner. Tied to the trailer was a balloon
about twelve feet across. It floated above the street
corher, three hundred feet in the air, carrying a camera.
When the man on the ground pushed a button, the aerial
camera clicked. Each click meant that the camera had
taken a picture of the traffic below. In an eight-hour day
it took thirty- two pictures, one each fifteen minutes.
By studying the pictures, traffic police discovered which
corners were dangerous and why they were dangerous. Thus,
sky pictures helped the Milwaukee police wage war on
traffic accidents."
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Exercise 13
Answers
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
First. "When a smoke"
First. "Smoke jumpers soon"
First. "Fire fighters had"
Second. "And a supercharger"
Last. "Thus sky pictures"
Exercise 14
Finding Topic Sentences
26a
1 .
2 .
3.
P.308, paragraph 1,
P.308, paragraph 2,
P.309, paragraph 1,
beginning "Shopping for",
beginning "Just looking".,
beginning "For Uncle Sam’s shoppers’.'
4. P.309, paragraph 3, beginning "Uncle Sam stores".
Book used, Carol Hovious, op. cit.
Exercise 14
Paragraphs Used
1. P.308, paragraph 1.
"Shopping for Uncle Sam is an enormous task. He buys
everything in huge quantities. Take pencils, for example.
Uncle Sam cannot be bothered to buy one pencil, or even a
hundred pencils. He buys nine million. Just try to think
of nine million pencils all at once. If you laid them end
to end, they would make a row over fifteen hundred miles
long. Or take soap and mops. Uncle Sam does not buy one
cake of soap or one mop. He buys tons of soap and thousands
of mops with which to keep government buildings clean."
2. P«308, paragraph 2.
"Just looking at Uncle Sam's bills would make most
people dizzy. Every year Uncle Sam spends sixty million
dollars for articles on his regular shopping list. Special
orders cost another two hundred and thirty million dollars.
For example, automobiles alone cost the government four
and a half million dollars one year, along with four
c.
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Exercise 14 (continued)
Paragraphs Used
2.
(continued)
i—million dollars for tires and tubes. For gas, oil,
and coal Uncle Sam spends another eighteen million dollars.
Many other bills are just as large.”
3. P.309, paragraph 1.
"For Uncle Sam's shoppers no article is too small,
too large, or too hard to get. If it is made or grown
on this earth, they will find it. Here, for example,
are a few of the things they have provided in recent
years. They sent to faraway Poland for medicine with
which to cure sick horses. They rented a railroad car
and fitted it with specials pens so that the Department
of Agriculture could safely ship five prize hogs to
Bakersfield, California."
4. P.309, paragraph 3.
"Uncle Sam stores his supplies with a neatness that
would delight the tidiest housewife. The main storehouse
at Washington, D.C. is a seven-story, fireproof building,
so huge that it covers an entire city block. Inside the
building stand row after row of sacks, bags, boxes, and
packages. Workmen shuttle back and forth on small motor
trucks, placing newly arrived articles on the shelves or
taking them down to load on a waiting truck at the door.
The supplies are so carefully arranged that at a moment's
notice a workman can find any one of the nineteen hundred
different kinds of articles stored on the seven huge floors
in the building."
Exercise 14
Answers
1. First.
2. First.
3. First.
4. First.
"Shopping for Uncle"
"Just looking at"
"For Uncle Sam's"
"Uncle Sam's stores"
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binding Topic Sentences
Exercise 15
28a
1 .
2 .
3*
4.
P.310,
P.311,
P.312,
P.155,
paragraph
paragraph
paragraph
paragraph
1, beginning "Uncle Sam is the’.’
1, beginning "For its tests".
1, beginning "For testing silk"
1, beginning "The deserts of".
Exercise 15
Paragraphs Used
P.310, paragraph 1.
"Uncle Sam is the most careful shopper in the world.
He tests before he buys. For example, he does not walk
into a store and say,'Send me a hundred sacks of cement. 1
He first gets a sample of the cement and tests it to see
if it will make good, strong buildings. In a single year
the government tested thirty-five thousand samples of
cement, to be sure that Uncle Sam was getting his money*
s
worth. Everything Uncle Sam buys is tested with equal
care. In fact, if a man wants to sell something to the
United States, he must first send the goverwrornt a sample
to be tested."
P.311, paragraph 1.
"For its tests the Bureau of Standards uses an
amazing collection of queer-looking machines that pull,
stretch, rub, boil, freeze, rot, chop, and fade the
thousands of samples that come to it each year. Uhen
your family buys a new set of dishes, everyone handles
the dishes very carefully to keep them new and fresh-
looking. The Bureau of Standards does just the opposite.
It tries to wear the dishes out l With its machines,
running day and night, it soon gives the dishes as much
hard wear as they would get after months of use in your
home. When Uncle Sam buys dishes, he wants to be sure
that they will last a long time. If they crack and chip
on the dish testing machine, they will not stand up under
hard use in Uncle Sam's kitchens and dining rooms."
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Finding Topic Sentences
Exercise 15 (continued)
Paragraphs Used
P.312, paragraph 1.
"For testing silk stockings the Bureau of Standards
uses a queer metal'leg’ with a bulge at the top. If a
stocking is still whole after being yanked and Jerked by
this machine, it will stand any kind of hard wear. To
make the test a worker pulls the stocking up over the
metal leg, stretches it tight over the bulge at the top,
and fastens it with two garters. Then she turns the
machine on. The machine gives the stocking a real Work-
out. ’ It pulls the stocking lengthwise. It stretches it
crosswise. After a few sharp pulls, some stockings are
as full of holes and runners as if they had been chewed
by a puppy. The threads of a good stocking will stand
many pulls and stretches."
P.155, paragraph 1.
"The deserts of the Southwest are vast empty stretches
without water and without signs of human life. The hot sun
bums down by day; the cold desert air chills the night.
Every once in a while someone gets lost in these deserts,
and then the Coast Guard planes go into action. They fly
low, searching every inch of ground. Uhen the lost person
is spotted, the pilots swoop down to see if he is all right.
Then they toss over a cargo chute. It flutters to the
ground, carrying a ten gallon can of water, bread and fruit
Juice, a first-aid kit, and snake bite remedies. A note
is dropped telling the lost person to stay Just where he
is so that a rescue party can find him. Many a person lost
in the desert owes his life to the watchful eyes of the
Coast Guard."
Exercise 15
Answers
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
First. "Uncle Sam is"
First. "For its tests"
First. "For testing silk"
Last. "Many a person"
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Organizing Sequences from Memory
Exercise 16 V"
Head the following paragraph. On the next page
after the paragraph, you will find nine sentences similar
to those in the paragraph. They are in mixed order.
Copy all the letters at the left of the sentences in one
column. Then, beside each letter, write one for the
sentence that ought to come first. ^rite~~two for the
sentence which should come next, and so on^ Write a number
beside every letter.
Do not look back at the paragraph.
*The very earliest printing was done in China. The
people did not have printing presses as we do today. In-
stead, they made drawings on blocks of wood. Parts of the
wooden surface were cut away so that the drawings stood
out like little ridges. These ridges were then coated
with colored ink or paint, and used as printing tools.
The blocks were pressed firmly against paper or cloth
so that the colored design showed plainly on the material.
It was a fairly easy matter to print the same design over
and over again, after the drawing and cutting had been
done
.
*(The above paragraph was paraphrased from: Katherine
E. Dopp, May Pitts, and S.C. Garrison, Pages of
Adventure . Happy Hoad to Reading Series. Few
-
York:
Hand McTTally and Company, 1941. 440 pp.
)
P* 91 used.
Exercise 16
Arrange these sentences, according to the directions
on the page you have just read. Do not look back at the
paragraph. Copy the column of letters and write a number
beside each letter, to show which sentence should come
first, second, third, and so on.
a. The ridges were coated with paint or ink.
b. The people did not have real printing presses.
c. Part of the wooden surface was cut away.
d. The blocks were pressed firmly against paper or cloth.
e. The earliest printing was done in China.
f. The drawings then stood out like little ridges.
g. It was fairly easy to print the same design over and
over again.
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Exercise 16 f continued)
h. They made drawings on “blocks of wood.
i. The colored design showed plainly on the material.
Exercise 16
Answers
Block Printing
a 6
b 2
c 4
d 7
e 1
f 5
8 9
h 3
i 8
Exercise 17
Read this paragraph. Then write the letters and
numbers for the sentences on the next page as you did
in the last lesson. Be sure that the numb e rs show the
order in which the sentences should be read. Here is
the pa ragraph
•
The making of paper is one of the greatest industries
in the world today. Most of this paper is made from wood
or from other things which contain fibers. These products
are cooked with softening materials in huge tanks of water
When the fibers are loosened, they form a mixture called
wood pulp. This soft .mass is pressed through screens to
remove waste matter and water. The pulp is then beaten
like eggs to mix up the fibers and it is pounded to crush
them close together, It is then ready to be rolled into
finished sheets of paper. Thus, many kinds of work are
needed in the manufacturing of paper.
(The above paragraph was re-worded from: Pages of Ad-
venture . Katherine E. Dopp, op. cit .
)
P. $0 used.
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Exercise 17 ( continued)
32a
Copy the column of letters . Then number the letters,
showing the order in which the sentences should be read.
a. Host of this paper is made from wood or from other
things which contain fibers,
b. TThen the fibers are loosened, they form a mixture
called wood pulp,
c. The pulp is then beaten to mix up the fibers, and
pounded to crush them together.
d. These products are cooked with softening materials
in huge tanks of water.
e. Thus many kinds of work are needed in the manufacturing
of paper.
f. The making of paper is one of the greatest industries
in the world today.
g. This soft mass is pressed through screens to remove
waste matter and water.
h. It is then ready to be rolled into finished sheets
of paper.
Exercise 17
Answers
Making Paper
a . 2
b. 4
o. 6
d. 3
e • 8
f. 1

Organizing Sequence from Memo ry
Exercise 18
33a
Head this paragraph. Then number the sentences on
the next page in the same way to show the order in which
they should be read.
A whale T s breathing-habits are very interesting.
Since this creature is a mammal, it would drown as easily
as a land animal if it should try to breathe under water.
But a whale can stay under the surface of the ocean for
a long time without breathing at all. After filling its
lungs with fresh air, it closes its nose from the inside
to keep water from entering. Then, it dives and swims
until its body has used all the oxygen from the air in its
lungs and in its blood. When this supply has been used up,
the whale blows out the old air and fills its lungs again
with fresh air. If the creature weighs sixty or seventy
tons, it can stay under the water for about an hour with-
out taking a new breath.
(He-worded from Pages of Adventure
,
Katherine E. Dopp,
op . cit « ) P. 28 usecTT
Exercise 18
Copy the column of letters . Write a number beside
each letter, to show the order in which the sentence
should be read.
a. But a whale can stay under the surface of the ocean
for a long time without breathing at all.
b. Then, it dives and swims until its body has used all
the oxygen from the air in its lungs and in its blood.
o. Since this creature is a mammal, it would drown as
easily as a land animal if it should breathe under
water.
d. When this supply has been used up, the whale blows out
the old air and fills its lungs again with fresh air.
e. After filling its lungs with fresh air, it closes its
nose from the inside, to keep water from entering.
f. A whale’s breathing-habits are very interesting.
g. If the creature weighs sixty or seventy tons, it can
stay under water for about an hour without taking a
new breath*
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Exercise 18
Answers
A Whale 1 s Breathing
34a
a 3
b 5
c 2
a 6
e 4
f 1
g 7
Exe rclse 19
Directions, Read this paragraph, and arrange the
sentences on the next page in order, as you have done
in the last three lessons.
Loading a ” tramp” steamer takes a great deal of work
and care. If the cargo is not properly arranged, either
the goods or the ship and the lives of the crew and the
passengers may be endangered. The very heaviest materials
must be placed at the bottom of the ship so that the
vessel will not be topheavy, since a badly balanced craft
could be upset by a storm. In addition, the goods must be
distributed evenly so that neither the front, the back,
nor one side may be too heavy. For, an unevenly-balanced
ship is hard to navigate or steer. Moreover, goods such
as oil and flour must be packed a long way apart, so that
leaking oil may not spoil the flour. Finally, since some
articles must be unpacked sooner than others, they must be
placed near the top of the hold where they may be reached
most easily. The men who load the ” tramp” steamers must
remember all of these facts.
(Re-worded from Pages of Adventure
,
p.231)
Organizing Sequence from Memory
Exercise 19
a. If the cargo is not properly arranged, either the
goods or the ship may be in danger. a.
b. Loading a "tramp” steamer takes a great deal of
work and care. b.
c. Moreover, goods such as oil and flour must be
packed a long way apart, so that leaking oil
may not spoil the flour. c. 6
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Exercise 19 (continued)
35a
d. A top-heavy craft could he upset in a storm, d.
e. The very heaviest materials must he placed at
the bottom of the ship, so that the vessel will
not he top-heavy. e
f. Finally, since some articles must he unpacked
sooner than others, they must he placed near
the top of the hold where they may he reached
most easily. f
g. For, an unevenly-balanced ship is hard to
navigate. g_
h. The men who load the " tramp” steamer must
remember all of these facts. h
i. In addition, the goods must he distributed
evenly so that neither the front, the hack,
nor one side will he too heavy. i
Exercise 19
Answers
Tramp Steamers
a 2
h 1
c 7
d 4
e 3
f 8
S 6.
h 9
i 5
Exercise 20
Head the following paragraph in the same way, and
number the sentences on the next page to show which should
come first.
"Perhaps your mother cooks with gas, or your house
may he heated by a gas-burning furnace. There are two
kinds of fuel-gas. The type which many of us use is
artificial gas which is manufactured from coal or oil.
^hen coal is heated to make coke, gas is formed. But,
another kind of gas is made by nature, so it is called
natural gas. Men bore holes or wells in the ground until
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Exercise 20 { continued)
they reach the pools where this gas has been made.
Pipes then carry the gas to huge steel tanks where it
is stored until it is piped to our homes or factories,
to furnish a clean, easily used fuel.
( Re-worded from Our Earth and Our Feeds , Branom and
Oaney, op . cit, p.ll7
)
Exercise 20
Fumber these sentences to show the order in which they
should be written.
a. The type which many use is artificial gas
which is manufactured from coal or oil. a.
b. Pipes then carry the gas to huge steel tanks
where it is stored until it is needed. b.
c. Perhaps your mother cooks with gas, or your
house may be heated by a gas-burning furnace. c.
d. But another kind of gas is made by nature, so
it is called natural gas. d.
e. There are two kinds of fuel-gas. e.
f. Then it is piped to our homes or factories
to furnish a clean, easily-used fuel. f.
g. Vfhen coal is heated to make coke, gas is formed, g.
h. Men bore holes or wells in the ground until they
reach the pools where this gas has beem formed. h._
Exercise 20
Answers
Gas
a 3
b 7
c 1
d 5
e 2
f 8
S 4
h 6
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Organizing Sequence from Memory
Exercise 21
Book used. Pages of Adventure, Katherine E. Dopp, o£. cit .
Head the paragraph and try to see in your mind the
order in which things happen. Then, close your hooks
,
and use the sentences given here. Beside each letter at
the end of the sentence, you will write a number"! TTrite
1 for the first thing that happened, write for the next
"ftiing that happened, and so on. Number all the sentences
in the order in which they belong in the story. Do not
look back at the paragraph.
Read p.199, paragraph 1.
m
.7hen the native returned with some of the in-
habitants, the sailors were startled to find that all
of them were large. They had enormous feet and hands,
very broad shoulders, and their heads towered high above
those of ordinary men. T'hen they came close, they looked
at the sailors in surprise, wondering how men could be so
weak. In return, the sailors looked at them and wondered
how men could be so large. Finally Magellan began to
call the inhabitants Patagonians which name they have held
until the present time. The word 1 patagons" in Spanish
means'big feet'.’’
Exercise 21
a. The natives were surprised that the sailors were
so small and weak. a.
b. ' The sailors were amazed that all of the people
were so large. b.
c. At last, Magellan called the natives Patagonians,
from the Spanish word meaning ”big feet.” c.
d. The native came back with some of the people
of the land. d.
e. They had huge hands and feet, broad shoulders,
and enormous height. e.
f. In return, the Spanish sailors wondered how
people could be so huge. f.
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Exercise 22
Page 199, paragraph 2, beginning ’’Although the
Patagonians”
a. As one might expect, the Patagonians had enormous
appetites. a.
b. The food supply was almost gone, but Magellan
hoped they could help him to find the westward
strait. b.
c. They ate chiefly roots and the flesh of animals.
c.
d. Even though the natives looked like giants,
they were polite and kind to the sailors, d.
e. That was worse, they could give him no help in
finding the strait. e.
f. The leader soon found that he had been wrong,
for the natives ate an enormous amount and
drank huge quantities of water. f.
g. One day, Magellan invited some of the inhabitants
of the land to eat on one of his ships. g.
Exercise 22
Paragraph TJseTH
P.199, paragraph 2.
"Although the Patagonians were very large, they were
polite and treated the sailors kindly. As might be ex-
pected, they had big appetites, depending largely upon
roots and the flesh of animals for food. One day Magellan
invited some of them to eat on one of the ships. The
supply of food was running somewhat short, but he thought
that they might help him to find the strait westward.
He soon found that he had made a mistake, however, for
they ate many cakes, washing them down with half-buckets
of water. Moreover, they gave him no information,
signalling, f V/e know nothing of any strait.’"
Answers
Patagonians
Ex. 21 Ex. 22
e 3 e 7
f 5 f 6
S 4
Ex. 21 Ex. 22
a 4 a 2”
b 2 b 5
c 6 c 3
d 1 d 1
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Writing Headlines
Pretend that you are a newspaper reporter, describing
these news events. Write headlines to use at the top of
your news columns. Por example, if a dog has dragged a
little child away from a burning building, you might
write: "Dog-Hero Saves Child".
Y/rite headlines for the following paragraphs:
Book used: Prom Every land, Yoakam, op. cit .
Exercise 23
1. P.237, paragraph 1, beginning "Ladies and gentlemen"
2. Pp.290-291, last paragraph of page 290, beginning
"At that moment"
3. P.292, paragraph 1, beginning, "Oh, Sue", and paragraph
2, "0,Betty".
4. P.263, paragraph 1, beginning "Still, their speed",
and paragraph 2, beginning " Well, Bronte, we've".
Writing Titles
Exercise 24
How, make titles for the above paragraphs. Por example,
do not say, "Dog Hero Saves Child". This time, say,
"A Dog Hero", "A Brave Rescuer," or "A lucky Escape".
Write 4 titles for the paragraphs you have just used.
1 .
2 .
3 .
4.
Paragraphs Used
Exercises 23 and 24
P.287, paragraph 1.
"'ladies and gentlemen,’ said the announcer. ’The
judges have chosen Miss Elizabeth Starz, daughter of our
esteemed fellow-rancher
,
Mr. Bill Starz, as Queen of the
Rodeo. She will reign as Queen during the three days of

Exercises 23 and 24
Paragraphs Used
P.287 Paragraph 1 f continued)
the rodeo. All will be her willing subjects. Tonight
she will be Queen of the ball.'”
P.290, 291. Last paragraph of p.290.
"At that moment the radio announcer, who had been
silent for a minute .began in a loud voice, 'Ladies and
gentlemen, the next ride will be by an unknown cowboy
who will ride Blue Devil. This horse, ladies and gentlemen,
has never been successfully ridden in a local rodeo. The
rider is unknown to us. He calls himself 'the Man in the
Black Mask.' And that is what he is, ladies and gentlemen.
Blue Devil and the Man in the Black Mask.’"
P.292, paragraphs 1 and 2.
" f 0, Sue 1' cried Betty, ' that is Charles and father
is going to pick him up before he gets started. 1
"’ 0,Betty I’ s4id Sue. 'Blue Devil will kill him
And for a moment it appeared that the vicious pony would
throw the young rider and trample on him, but by that time
Blackie had taken Bill Starz to the rider's side. With a
quick lunge he seized the boy around the waist and re-
moved him from the saddle."
P.263, paragraphs 1 and 2.
"Still, their speed was sufficient to rip off the
wheels as if they had been made of cardboard, and the next
moment the wings were pierced and shattered by ragged
branches. Smith had expected as much, but was happy to
see that the craft had not capsized, as it would have done
on the rough ground. He and Bronte climbed out of the
cockpit, made their way down to the ground, stretched
their stiff legs and arms, looked sadly up at their
crippled steed, then broke into a queer, nervous kind of
short laugh.
"
'Well, Bronte, we've reached one of the Hawaiian
Islands after all,' said Smith."
c. (
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Writing Headlines
(From Every Land, P.287 etc.)
Exercise 23
Approximate Answers
1. Elizabeth Starz Chosen Queen of Rodeo
Rodeo Queen Chosen
2. Unknown Cowboy to Ride Blue Devil
Masked Man Will Ride Wild Horse
3. Cowboy Removes Rider from Saddle
Bill Starz Rescues Strange Rider
Bill Starz Rescues Son
4. Fliers Land in Trees
Fliers Reach Hawaii Safely
Writing Titles
(Same paragraphs
)
Exercise 24
Approximate Answers
1. An Honor for Elizabeth
A Few Queen of the Rodeo
2. An Exciting Announcement
A Wild Horse and His Rider
A Masked Rider for Blue Devil
3. A Surprising End to a Ride
The End of a Dangerous Ride
Charles in Danger
4. A Crash Landing
A Strange Landing in Hawaii
Hawaii at Last
..
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Writing Headlines
Exercise 25
Book Used: Erom Every land .
Continue writing headlines, as yon have learned to do.
1. P.143, paragraphs 1, 2, and 3, beginning ’’Like a trail",
"Slowly, grumbling"
,
and "Hot until the".
2. P.179, paragraph 2, beginning "Lincoln's partner was".
3. P.180, middle of paragraph 2, beginning "In one famous"
to p«181, ending with the words,"to be innocent".
4. P.183, paragraph 3, beginning, "One day an".
\
Writing Titles
Exercise 26
How, make titles for the same 4 paragraphs.
f
Writing Headlines
Exercise 27
1. P.158, paragraph^ 1, 2, and 3, beginning "By jiminy",
and ending "in the lead".
2. P.166, last paragraph, beginning, " Sailor ; Elat !
flat as", and ending on p.167, "And hurry i"(Eirst
half of page)
3. P.190, paragraph 3, beginning "At another time",
and ending on 191 ."Where he was."
\
4. P.198, paragraphs 1 and 2,beginning "One foggy
September" and "Just one tube".
Writing Titles
Exercise £8
How make titles for the same 4 paragraphs.
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Writing Headlines and Titles
Exercise 25 and Exercise 26
Paragraphs Used
Book used: From Every Land, Gerald Yoakam, op, cit.
1. P.143, paragraphs 1, 2, and 3.
" Like a bull at bay, ax partly raised, Antonio
stood and glared at the ranger. But Jiminy's eyes never
wavered and the look of purpose on his face indicated
to the foreigner very definitely that he had a choice
of two things; put out the fire or take the consequences.
"Slowly, grumbling a while, he turned, dropped his
ax and went over to a bench beside the cabin on which
stood several covered pails. The contents of one of
these he emptied over the burning brush heap, and then
with a stick he scattered the smoking brands and he and
Jiminy stamped out every last spark.
"Hot until the last coal was extinguished did the
ranger swing back into his saddle again, and turn his
horse toward the road."
2. Pol79, paragraph 2.
"Lincoln 1 s partner was careless, and Lincoln himself
was perhaps too much interested in study to watch him
closely. The result was that the business failed. Then
Lincoln said to his creditors, 'I mean to pay that money,
and if you will trust me, I will give you every cent that
I earn above what is enough to live on. * He owed eleven
hundred dollars. He used to speak of it as the ’national
Debt.' Finally he paid every penny of it, and that was
why his neighbors called him ’Honest Abe.'”
3. Pp.180-181. Part of paragraph 2 through paragraph 8.
"In one famous case of which he had charge, he
defended a neighbor who was accused of murder. One witness
after another said,'I saw him commit the murder.'
"'What time was it ?’ Lincoln asked quietly.
"
'About eleven, 'they answered.
" fHow could you see so clearly at eleven o'clock
at night ?' he demanded.
"
'The moon was shining,' they said.
"'Just where was the moon and how large was it ?’ he
asked. They told him its size and place in the sky.
Then Lincoln pulled an almanac out of his pocket and
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3. (continued)
i
—(and) said to the court, T This is all the defense I have.
This almanac declares that there was no moon on the night
of the murder.’ The witnesses had made up their story
together, but had forgotten to see whether it agreed with
the moon. The man was declared to be innocent.”
4. P.183, paragraph 3.
"One day an old man came to plead for the life of his
son, a soldier who had been sentenced to death. 'I am
sorry I can do nothing for you,' said the President, ’but
the crime is unpardonable. Hear what General Butler
telegraphed me yesterday.' And he read, ' President Lincoln,
I pray you not to interfere with the courts-martial of
the army. You will destroy all discipline among our sol-
diers. ' Then the old man was hopeless, and broke down
completely. Lincoln could not bear to see his sorrow.
Suddenly he burst out, ’Butler or no Butler, here goes 1'
And he wrote that the boy was not to be shot without
further orders from the President. ’There,’ he said,
’if your son never dies till orders come from me to shoot
him, he will live to be a great deal older than Methuselah.'”
Writing Headlines
Exercise 25
Approximate Answers
1. Ranger Forces Worker to Extinguish Fire
Possible Forest Fire Stopped by Ranger
Ranger and Workman Come nearly to Blows
2. Lincoln Pays Debts of Careless Partner
Honest Abe Pays "national Debt"
Lincoln Earns Hew nickname
3. Almanac Helps Prove Man's Innocence
Lincoln Proves Man Innocent
Lincoln Wins Case at Court
4. Lincoln Pardons Condemned Soldier
Lincoln Takes no Orders from Butler
Exercise 26
Writing Titles
( Same paragraphs
)
Approximate Answers
1. Unwilling Obedience
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Writing Titles
(Same paragraphs
)
Exercise 26 (continued)
Approximate Answers
2. Lincoln’s Huge Debt
A Hew "national Debt"
Lincoln’s Hew Nickname
One Honest Partner
3. Lincoln’s Skill as a Lawyer
A Hew Use for an Almanac
Lincoln's Neighbor Is Freed
4. Lincoln’s Kind Heart
The Results of a Disagreement
Further Orders Heeded
A Life Is Saved
Writing Headlines and Titles
Book used: From Every Land, Yoakam, ojd. clt .
Paragraphs Used
Exercises 26 and 27^
1. P.158, paragraphs 1, 2, and 3.
"’ By jiminy, there's just one chance left,' muttered
the ranger, a thought flashing into his mind.
"He looked toward the now panic-stricken sheep-herders
who were gathered in a group on the far side of the fire
lane, watching the new burst of flames with wild-eyed fear,
as they realized -that they were fast being surrounded.
"
' Hi, beat it for the mines, those old Anaconda silve
mine shafts. Git up the trail. Start. If we make it and
get inside before that fire from the draw spreads over the
whole mountain, we're saved, otherwise we're gone. You
lead 'em, Watson, and I'll bring up the rear. Easy now,
easy. Ho panic. You hear me. First man bolts gets shot.'
And Jiminy drew his gun, for at his suggestion the men
began a wild scramble for the trail, threatening to pull
and claw each other out of the way in order to be in the
lead.
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2. P.166, last paragraph, and ending on p.167, paragraph
3
A part of a play
"Sailor. Plat I Plat as a pancake ! On our last
voyage we almost fell over the edge. We were out in the
Sea of Darkness and monsters came for us— dragons, and
all kinds of sea serpents, ready to eat us, ship and all.
We turned around as fast as ever we could, I can tell you,
and never went West again. (He starts to leave, then
turns back to the children and says in a tone of warning--)
You T d better not get any queer notions about going out
where the land ends. First thing you know, you'll fall
right off ! (The sailor leaves)
"Fourth Child . How, what did we tell you ? Sailors
ought to know about the earth and sea.
" Christopher , (stubbornly). I still think the earth
is round.
"First Child (lmpatiently) . 7/ell, stay here and dream
if you want to. We have other things to do. Come on,
everybody who wants to see what the sailors brought back
from Cathay ! And hurry l (The children run out,
shouting. )"
> 3. P.190, paragraph 3, ending on p.191.
"At another time it was reported that Santa Anna, the
Mexican leader, had crossed the mountains with his army
and that their tents were whitening the lower slopes.
To find out whether this was true was a dangerous business,
but lee volunteered. He was to have had a Mexican as guide
and a troop of cavalry as guard, but some one made a mis-
take and neither appeared. He seized a Mexican boy. 'lead
the way to the army of Santa Anna,* he ordered. 'If you
play false, I shall shoot you.' The boy preferred not to
be shot, and before long they came in sight of distant
campfires and white tents, lee rode forward alone. Ho
sentinels challenged him; and why should they, for the
white tents were only sheep which their drivers were
taking to market ! lee galloped back to headquarters with
the good news that Santa Anna had not crossed the mountain,
and brought back an accurate report of where he was."
4. P.198. paragraphs 1 and 2.
"One foggy September evening Ezra Morton's six-year-
old Bennie was sick. Young Dr. Stitham, who for two years
had been at Atlantic Cove, looked serious, as he drew the
fisherman into the kitchen out of Mrs. Morton's hearing.
f.
-1
I
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4, (continued) Of what he whispered, but two words
matter— 'diphtheria' and 'anti toxin
I
"' Just one tube in my case at home,’ said Doctor
Stitham. 'Hand this to my wife, and she'll give you the
serum. Hustle as fast as gasoline can take you. Remember
Bennie's life is in that package. ' "
Writing Headlines
Exercise 26
Approximate Answers
1. Ranger Drives Sheep-Herders to Safety
Ranger's Sun Helps Prevent Panic
Ranger and Sheep-Herders in Danger from Forest Fire
2. Columbus and Sailor Disagree About Shape of Earth
Sailor Reports Dangers of Sea Serpents Hear Edge of
Earth
Neighbors Call Christopher Columbus a Dreamer
Columbus Stubbornly States Earth Is Round
3. Lee Learns the Truth about Santa Anna's Position
Santa Anna's "Tents” Prove To Be only Sheep
Lee Accomplishes Dangerous Mission without Guard
4. Serum Is Rushed to Save Bennie Morton
Child's Life in Danger from Diphtheria
Ezra Morton Rushes to Son's Aid
Writing Titles
(Same paragraphs
)
Exercise 27
Approximate Answers
1 .
2 .
Single File to Safety 3.
A New Use of the Silver Mines
Dodging a Fire Trap
Panic Averted
A Difference of Opinion
The Puzzling Shape of the World
Columbus' Strange Ideas
A Sailor's Report of Sea-Dangers
A Trip without
Guard
A Successful Mis*’—
sion
An End to a False
Rumor
Lee's Heroic
Mission
Antitoxin for
Bennie
A Life-saving Trip
Help for a Fisher-
man's Son
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Supplying Minor Topics for Incomplete Outlines
Exercise 28
You have now learned to arrange sentences in the
correct order to build a paragraph. Here is another
kind of lesson.
First, read the paragraph. Then, you will find a
part of an outline for the paragraph. All the main topics
are written for you. Under each main topic are the letters
for its minor topics. Write, beside each letter, a short,
complete sentence, telling some facts from the paragraph.
Indent The remainders of the sentences. For instance:
I, Materials used in bird’s nests
A. Some nests are made of sticks and mud.
B. Some nests are made chiefly of grass.
C. A few nests are made of horsehair.
Here is the paragraph.
* Most people enjoy foods made with sugar, one of
the materials which give us energy. There are several
different plants which produce sugar. Most of our supply
is called cane sugar. This kind is prepared in factories
or refineries from the juice of the sugar cane which grows
in wet, hot lowlands. Another kind of plant which pro-
duces sugar is the sugar beet which grows in cool, moist
regions. The sugar is made in refineries from the juice
of these crushed beets. Still a third kind of sugar is
made from the sugar maple trees. These trees grow best
where the weather is cool and the suagr is made in or
near the maple groves. The tree is tapped so that its
sap drips into a bucket. The sap is then boiled to form
syrup or sugar. This kind of sugar is more expensive
than the others, for only a small amount is made in the
United States.
* (Re-worded from Our Earth and Our Needs
,
Grade Four,
Branom and Ganey, oj). cit . )p. 9l
.
Now, fill in the outline, using sentences. Indent remaind-
ers.
I. Introduction
A.
B.
II. Plants which produce sugar
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Exercise 28 (continued)
III. Making maple sugar
A.
B.
C.
D.
IV. Why one kind of sugar is more expensive.
A.
Exercise 28
Approximate Answers
(In sentence formation)
I.
A. Most people enjoy sweet foods.
B. Sugar gives us energy.
II.
A. Sugar is made from sugar cane.
B. " " " " Beets.
C. " " " " ma^le trees.
III.
A. It is made in the groves.
3. The trees are tapped.
C. The sap drips into a bucket.
D. The sap is boiled.
IV.
A. There is very little made in our country.
Exercise 29 .
This time, instead of using sentences for writing the
subtopics, see whether or not you can write only a topic
or title for each letter.
I. Introduction
A.
B.
II. Plants which produce sugar.
A.
B.
G.
III. Making maple sugar
A.
B.
C.
IV. Why one kind of
sugar is more ex
pensive
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Exercise 29
Approximate Answers
fin topical formation)
I.
A. Enjoyment of sweet food
B. Use of sugar
II.
A. Sugar cane
B. Sugar beets
G. Sugar maple trees
III.
A. Where it is made
B. How sap is obtained
C. How sap is turned to sugar
Here is a new paragraph. Read it carefully and be
ready to fill in the minor topics, first with sentences
,
and then with topics or titles
.
*Do you like mince pie or gingerbread ? Such foods
would not be so delicious without spices. These flavorings
have been used for many hundreds of years. The great desire
for spices urged the explorers to discover new routes to
the East, for most of the spices grow in eastern Asia or
the East Indies. We are still buying many of these products
from the same regions. Some of the most common spices are
pepper, nutmeg, cloves, cinnamon, and ginger. Even though
these flavors may have similar uses, the spices are produced
from different parts of their plants. Eor example, pepper
is made from the dried berries of a vine, while nutmegs are
the dried seeds of a tree. Cloves are the dried flower
buds of a tree, but cinnamon is a tree’s inner bark. Ginger,
however, is made from still another part of a plant. For,
it is the root which is used in making powdered or candied
ginger. All these spices help to make our food more in-
teresting in flavor.
* (Re-worded from Our Earth and Our Heeds
,
Branom and Ganey,
IV.
A. Its scarcity
Exercise 30
This time, use sentences for minor topics
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Exercise 30 (continued)
I. Introduction
A.
II. The great desire for spices
A.
B.
III. Where spices grow
A.
3 .
C.
IV. Different Kinds of spices
A.
B.
0 .
D.
S.
Y. Different parts of the spice plant which are used.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
VI. How ginger is prepared
A.
B.
VII. Use of spices
A.
Exercise 30
Approximate Answers
(In sentence formation)
I.
II.
III.
IV.
A. Certain foods need spices for flavoring.
A. Spices have been used for hundreds of years.
B. The desire for spices brought about the dis-
covery of new trade routes.
A. Spices grow in eastern Asia.
3. Spices gwwr in the East Indies.
C. We get many of our spices from these same
regions.
A. Pepper is one kind of spice.
B. Nutmeg is another kind. _
0. Clove is another kina. E * Singer is another
D. Cinnamon is another kind. kind.
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Exercise 30 (continued)
Approximate Answers
V.
A. Pepper is made from the dried berries of a vine.
B. ITutmegs are the dried seeds of a tree.
C. Gloves are the dried flower buds of a tree.
D. Cinnamon is the tree’s inner bark.
E. Ginger is the root of a plant.
VI.
A. It is powdered.
3. It is candied.
VII.
A. They make our food more interesting in flavor.
Exercise 31
This time, use topics or titles for minor topics,
instead of using sentences. (Use the same main topics as
you did before.)
Exercise 31
Approximate Answers
(In topical formation)
I.
A. Use of spices
II.
A. How long spices have been used
B. How spices affected exploration
III.
A. Eastern Asia
B. East Indies
G. Vhere we buy spices today
IV.
A. Pepper
B. Uutmeg
C. Clove
D. Cinnamon
E. Ginger
V.
A. The part used for pepper
B. The part used for nutmegs
C. The part used for cloves
D. The part used for cinnamon
E. The part used for ginger
A. Powdered ginger
3. Candied ginger
VII.
A. Dffect on
flavor of
foods
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Exercise 32
Book, Page 8 of Adventure
,
p.28, paragraph 2, beginning
"Since the whale7’
Use sentences for the minor topics in this outline*
I* Warm-blooded animals
A.
B.
C.
II. Cold-blooded creatures
A.
B.
C*
Paragraph Used
Exercises 52 and 33
Book Used: Pages of Adventure
,
Katherine E. Dopp, et al.
op . ciTT p* 28.
"Since the whale is a mammal, it is considered a warm-
blooded animal. This means that, wherever it may be, its
blood is always warm, Just as your blood is warm. This
blood, as you may guess, helps to keep it warm even in very
cold surroundings . Most animals of the sea, such as fish,
as you may know, are cold-blooded animals. In other words,
their blood and their bodies also, of course, are usually
about as warm or as cold as the water in which they live."
Exercise 32
Approximate Answers
fin sentence formation)
I*
A. Mammals, including whales, are warm-blooded.
3. The blood of a mammal is always warm.
C. The warm blood helps to keep the whole animal warm,
even in cold surroundings.
II.
A. Most Bea animals are cold-blooded.
B. All fish are cold-blooded.
C. Their blood is about as warm or as cool as the
water.
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Exercise 33
How, use titles or topics instead of sentences for the
same paragraph. Use the ~~same main topics and arrangement.
Exercise 33
Approximate Answers
(In topical formation)
I.
A. Finds of warm-blooded animals
B. Temperature of the blood
C. How warm blood affects bodies
II.
A. Finds of cold-blooded animals
B. Effect of surroundings on the temperature of the
blood
(C
)
Supplying Minor Topics for Incomplete Outlines
Exercise 34
Book, From Every Land, op>. cit . (see bibliography)
Use topics, not sentences.
P.227, paragraph 2, beginning "The Clermont".
I. Its appearance
A.
B.
II. How it was driven
A.
B.
C.
III. ^hat the ship proved
A.
B.
IV. Its route
A.
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Supplying Minor Topics for Incomplete Outlines
Book Used
From Every land, Yoakam, et al. ojd. cit .
p. 227, paragraph 2.
"The Clermont' was a long, flat-bottomed boat only
13 feet wide. She carried two masts for sails to be used
in an emergency. And, indeed, steamships for many years
to come did not give up the use of masts for sails. The
’ Clermont' had paddle wheels slightly forward and was
driven by a steam engine which had been made in England,
where, you will remember, the steam engine was invented.
What Fulton had done was to prove the practical use of
the steam engine in propelling a boat. The ’Clermont'
was put into successful service between Tiew York and
Albany, thus proving the possibilities of regular
schedules.
I.
A. Size
B. Shape
II.
A. Sails
B. Steam engine
C. Paddle wheels
III.
A. Practical use of steam
B. Possibility of a schedule
Paragraphs Used
Exercise 34
Exercise 34
Approximate Answers
IV.
A. Mew York to Albany
'• • •
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Exercise 35
P.222, paragraph 2, beginning,"The 'Constitution'
T7se topics not sentences*
The Constitution
is
I. Her size
)
A.
B.
C.
II. How she compared with other frigates
A.
B.
III. Her first mission
A.
B.
C.
Exercise 35
Paragraph Used
P.222, paragraph 2
"The Constitution' is 204 feet long and 43 feet
broad. She had a capacity of 1,563 tons and carried 52
guns and a crew of 400 men. She was more powerful and
faster than any other frigate of her time. On her first
mission g&s was sent to Tripoli to punish the Algerian
pirates who were preying on the commerce of the new
republic. There she won her title of 'Old Ironsides'.
So strongly was she built that when she engaged in battle
with the fort at Tripoli, the shots from the fort bounded
off her sides and fell into the water. The sailors
christened her 'Old Ironsides,' a name by which she has
been affectionately known ever since."
Exercise 35
Approximate Answers
A. Length
B. Width
C. Capacity
II.
A. Strength
B. Speed
III.
A. Where she
went
B. Why she was
sent
C. How she won
her nickname
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Exercise 36
P. 228, paragraph 2, beginning "In England, too”
>
Use topics*
I* Experiments in building steamboats
A.
B.
II. The first steamboat to cross the Atlantic Ocean
A.
B.
U.
D.
E,
Exercise 36
Paragraph Used
P*228, paragraph 2.
"In England, too, experiments were going on in
building steamboats, but the honor of building the
first steamboat to cross the Atlantic went to America.
This was in 1819 when the packet ship, ’Savannah' which
had been sailing between Hew York and Savannah was equipped
with paddle wheels. She had made the run from Savannah
to Hew York successfully in spite of bad weather. The
owhers, thus encouraged, decided to send her across the
Atlantic. She made the trip to Liverpool in 25 days and
used steam for 18 days while on this passage. When she
appeared off Ireland a navy cutter came out to meet her,
thinking she was on fire, and it was only after , several
shots had been fired that she slowed down and allowed a
boat to come alongside. People in England and other
parts of Europe saw and wondered at this first trans-
Atlantic steamship."
Exercise 36
Approximate Answers
A. In England
3. In America
II.
A. Where she was built
B. Her name
C. Her early success
D. Her trip to Liverpool
E. How she was received
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Supplying Major Topics for Incomplete Outlines
You have learned to read a paragraph and to write
minor topics when the major topics are given to you.
Here are the minor topics this time. Read the paragraph
and write the major topics, using sentences . For example:
I. Boston has an important harbor.
A. The harbor is large enough for many ships
at once.
B. It is deep enough for ocean liners.
C. It protects ships when there are great
storms at sea.
You would write the sentence beside the I. Boston
has an important harbor . Use a sentence for each Roman
numeral
,
to show what all the minor topics are telling
about.
Exercise 37
Read this paragraph, and be ready to follow the
directions given above.
*A1though no one is certain who invented gunpowder,
we do know that it was used in China long before it was
brought into Europe. The use of gunpowder brought about
great changes in European life. For example, the great
castles could no longer protect people against new weapons
which used gunpowder. Moreover, armored knights on horse-
back with swords and spears were not so strong in battle
as footsoldiers with guns. Since a lord could no longer
promise protection to his vassals, who were the less im-
portant lords under his rule, he could not demand service
from them. So the system of feudalism, or rule by the
lords, was destroyed. But the king, who could buy more
weapons and gunpowder still possessed the power. However,
the use of gunpowder brought new freedom and new ways of
living to the common people of Europe.
*(This paragraph was re-worded from The Past Lives
Again by Edna McGuire. See bibliography) P . 4l4
•
How, write the main topics, using sentences.
I.
A. Ho one knows who invented gunpowder.
B. It was used in China, first.
II.
A. Castles were no longer enough protection.
B. Armed knights were not so strong as footsoldiers
with guns.
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II. (continued) Exercise 37 (continued)
C. Lords could not protect their vassals.
D. Lords could not demand service from vassals.
E. Rule by the lords was destroyed.
H. The king could buy much gunpowder and many
weapons.
G. The king became powerful.
H. The common people had new freedom.
Exercise 37
Approximate Answers
(In sentence formation)
I. Gunpowder was invented long ago.
II. Gunpowder brought many changes in living.
)
Exercise 38
This time, you will find minor topics given as titles
,
and not as sentences. Write the main topics in the same
way. Use titles instead of sentences. Eor example:
I. Why Boston’s harbor is important
A. Its size
B. Its depth
C. Its protection of ships
Refer to the paragraph about gunpowder, and write
the main topics for the following outline:
I.
A. Who invented it ?
B. Where it was first used.
II.
A. Effect on the use of castles
B. Effect on the strength of knights
C. Effect on the power of a footsoldier
D. Effect on the power of lords
E. Effect on the power of kings
F. Effeot on the lives of common people
Exercise 38
Approximate Answers
(In topical formation)
I. The invention of gunpowder
II. How gunpowder changed living conditions
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Exercise 39
Here is another paragraph. Head it carefully and he
ready to complete the outlines which follow.
*The crusaders failed to carry out their plans to
capture the Holy Land. But, in another way, they did not
fail, for the lives of all classes of European people were
changed because of the crusades. The men who returned
from the distant Eastern lands brought back stories of
beautiful cities.As a result, European people wished to
make their cities more beautiful, too. Moreover, the
crusaders brought back rich goods such as cotton, perfumes,
spices, jewels, sugar, paper, velvet, silk, and fine
carpets. More and more, the common people began to use
these articles, as trade with the East increased. In
addition, new trees and plants were carried into Europe.
The mulberry tree, the leaves of which are used to feed
silkworms, developed a great industry in Europe many years
later. Then too, new words from the Arabian language were
added. A few of these words are : "apricot , " "damask,"
"rice," And "calico." Trade was improved greatly, and
the common people learned that they, too, could be im-
portant. In all these ways, and more, the lives of the
people of Europe were changed by the crusaders.
*Re-worded from The Past Lives Again-Edna McGuire
,
Pp.325-
328.
(See the paragraph about the crusaders.)
Now, write the main topics using titles instead of
sentences.
A. Plans which were not completed
B. Another kind of success
A. Stories of beautiful cities
B. Rich goods
C. Trees and plants
D. Few words
A. Desire for beautiful cities
B. Desire for rich goods
C. Better trade
D. More luxuries for the common people
E. A richer language
F. A new feeling of importance for the common people
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Exercise 39
Approximate Answers
fin topical formation)
I. Failure of the Crusades
II. Ideas and goods from the East
III. Effects of the Crusades
Exercise 40
Head the next paragraph carefully. Then write the
main topics for the outline, as you have learned to do.
*People have not always had the use of light, well-
made paddles for moving their canoes through the water.
Probably the very beginning of a paddle was the long
hunting stick which an early caveman used to push his
floating log toward shore. As he learned to flatten and
to hollow the log, as well as to point its ends for his
boat, he needed a better steering device. In crossing
a deep stream, he found that his pole would not reach the
bottom. Gradually, early man made a pole which was broad
and flat at both ends. This double paddle was used both
for pushing the boat through the water and for steering it.
When large ships such as the Roman galleys were made, many
paddles or oars sent the boat ahead, but a large steering
paddle was used by the steersman at the stem of the boat.
This device was not satisfactory because, in a rough sea,
the steering paddle came up out of the water. But it was
one of the early forms of the ruddors which our ships use
today. When the North American Indian made his light-
weight canoe, a paddle with only one broadened end or
blade was used. This was the first single paddle. It
has taken many centuries and many peoples to give us our
knowledge of how to use paddles.
*Re~worded from Roads of Progress-William E. Johnson
(see bibliography) PP .140-142
.
See the paragraph about paddles.
Here are the minor topics. Write the main topics for
this outline. Do not use sentences.
I •
A. The use of well-made paddles
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Exercise 40 (continued)
II.
A. A second use of a caveman* s hunting pole
B. Why he needed a better paddle
III.
A. How the ends of the paddle were changed
3. How the double paddle was used
17 . -
A. Paddling a Homan galley
B. Steering a Homan galley
C. Why the steering device was not successful
D. How it helped later steersmen on modern ships
V.
A. Why it could be made with only one blade
VI.
A. How we depend on early times and peoples
Exercise 40
Approximate Answers
I
I. Introduction
II. The earliest paddle
III. An improvement in paddle-making
17. How Roman ships were moved
7. The first single paddle
71. Cur knowledge of paddles (or Conclusion)
Exercise 40
nr
Head Pages of Adventure, p.361, paragraph 2, beginning
”OnFTr"the oKief. 1 '
—
Write the major topics for this outline. Do not use
sentences
.
I. - -
A. Planning a strong foundation
B. Making the steelwork strongest in the lower parts
of the building
C. Planning from the top downward
D. Deciding how much weight each part must support
E. Making all parts strong enough to carry the great
load.
Answers
I. The weight of a skyscraper or (Planning the strength of
a skyscraper)
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Exercise 40
II
Book Used: Pages of Adventure
,
Katherine E. Dopp, et al.
(See bibliography ) (P.361, paragraph 2,
completed on p.362.)
"One of the chief problems which the building experts
had to consider was the enormous weight of materials.
In other words, they had to provide a foundation sufficien
ly strong to carry the weight of all the stories above.
They had to make the steel work in the lower parts of
the building stronger than that in the upper parts. To
plan all this accurately, they designed the building
from its top downward rather than from the bottom upward,
as is usually done in designing buildings. In this way,
they determined exactly how much weight the steel work
on each floor would have to support, and planned strong
enough materials for the purpose. When they reached the
bottom, they knew exactly how strong the foundation
should be. Thus everything possible was done to make all
parts of the building strong.
Exercise 40
II
Answers
I. The weight of a skyscraper (or. Planning the strength
of a skyscraper)
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Making a Complete Outline
You have learned to write either the main topics
or the minor topics when the others have "been given to you.
Here is a new series of paragraphs. This time, you are
ready to write all the topics beside the figures and the
letters.
First, write all the main topics beside the Homan
numerals . Then write the minor tonics beside the letters .
If you have done this work well, it will be much easier
for you to study and to remember what you read in many
subjects.
Exercise 41
Book used: Things for Heading (see bibliography)
Head p.155, paragraph number 5, beginning, "The deserts of".
Make a complete outline, writing the major topics first.
I
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
Exercise 41
Paragraphs Used
Book used: Wings for Heading
,
Carol Hovious and Elga M.
Shearerl (see bibliography)
P. 155, paragraph 5. (Previously used for topic sentences)
"The deserts of the Southwest are vast empty stretches
without water and without signs of human life. The hot
sun bums down by day; the cold desert air chills the
night. Every once in a while someone gets lost in these
deserts, and then the Coast Guard planes go into action.
They fly low, searching every inch of ground. When the
lost person is spotted, the pilots swoop down to see if
he is all right. Then they toss over a cargo chute. It
flutters to the ground, carrying a ten-gallon oan of water,
bread and fruit juice, a first-aid kit, and snake bite
remedies. A note is dropped telling the lost person to
stay just where he is so that a rescue party can find him.
Many a person lost in the desert owes his life to the
watchful eyes of the Coast Guard."
. c
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Exercise 41
Approximate Answers
65a
I. The Coast Guard in the Desert
A. Dangers in the Desert
B. Locating a lost person
C. Contents of a cargo chute
D. Advice for the lost person
E. Value of the Coast Guard
Exercise 42
Read p. 146, paragraph number 2, beginning "A few years".
Write an outline, beginning with the major topic.
I.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
Exercise 42
Paragraph Used
P. 146, paragraph 2 .
" A few years ago sailplane pilots found, to their
great joy, that they could sail the skies even over flat
country where there were no mountains to make slope winds.
Thermals were the secret. The sun, beating down upon the
earth, warmed the earth in some places more than in others.
Thus a lake or forest remained cool, while a city street
or a dry field grew hot under the sun. Wherever the earth
was hot, it sent up a current of warm air that climbed
skyward at the rate of from three to fifteen miles an
hour, like a wind that blew up instead of crosswise. If
a glider pilot caught one of these thermals, or rising
air currents, he found himself suddenly lifted upward for
a free sky ride that lasted until the air current died
down or until he came to the end of it. In sailplaning
today, the pilot tries to soar so high on one thermal that
he can glide safely over to another, hitchhiking from one
air current to the next."
Approximate Answers
I. Thermals for Hixchhiking with a sailplane)
A. A discovery by sailplane pilots
B. How thermals are made
C. What thermals are
D. The speed of thermals
E. How thermals are used
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Making a Complete Outline
Exercise 43
66a
Read pages 149-150, paragraph number 5, beginning
"Only a few". Then write the outline.
I#
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
Exercise 43
Paragraph Used
Book Used:
Wings for Reading
,
Hovious and Shearer (see bibliography)
Pp.149-150
,
paragraph number 5.
"Only a few adventurous glider pilots have ever
dared to ride into a thundercloud. When a gentle, white
cumulus cloud shows signs of becoming a thunderhead, most
pilots dive for safety. The cloud turns suddenly black
and grows to enormous size, becoming as much as ten thous-
and feet thick from top to bottom. Once he is sucked into
a thunderhead, the pilot can do little more than pray that
his safety belt and wings will hold. Inside the cloud
roars a violent wind. It whirls the sailplane skyward at
a hundred miles an hour, drops it suddenly into a down-
draft, or spins it like a leaf. It bends the wooden wings,
sometimes tearing them from the plane. Streaks of light-
ning rip across the cloud. Showers of hail riddle the
wings, like bullets of ice. Riding a thundercloud calls
for all the courage and daring of the pilot if he is to
come out alive."
Approximate Answers
Exeroise~43~
I. Riding into a thundercloud
A. Introduction (or Daring pilots)
B. Changes in a cumulus cloud
C. How a pilot feels in a thunderhead
D. Its effect on the sailplane
E. Conclusion (or What the pilot needs)
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Making a Complete Outline
Exercise 44
*The early fire engines were very different from
those which we have today. One such engine was made by
the Dutch colonists in Few Amsterdam, the name which Hew
York once had. The queer little engine was only a large
box or tub on wooden wheels. A bucket brigade, or line
of people passing buckets of water, was used to keep the
tub full of water. A hand pump was used to squirt the
water through a pipe in the tub onto the flames. Firemen
had to pump so hard that they were tired out in a few
minutes. These engines had no hoses. They had only
short, straight pipes or nozzles to send the water toward
the fire. A later kind used a curved pipe, so it was
called the "gooseneck” engine. Still later, a hose made
of leather was attached to the pipe. One section of hose
was kept on the fire engine, and the firemen carried the
rest of the hose on their shoulders. Even though a
leather hose was very crude, it did help to carry the
water more directly to the flames. These early inventions
helped later inventors to perfect our fire engines.
*Re-worded from iFire Fighters by Helen Mitchell. PP. 14-17.
(see bibliography)
How, make a whole outline, deciding on the main
topics first. Write them beside the Roman numerals.
Then write the minor topics.
I.
II.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
III.
If you have done all these exercises well, you will be able
to study more successfully and to remember better what you
have been reading.
I hope that you have found the exercises interesting
and helpful.
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Making a Complete Outline
Exercise 44
Approximate Answers
I, A difference in fire engines
(or Introduction)
II. An early fire engine
A. Who made it
B. Where it was made
C. How it looked (its appearance)
D. How it was supplied with water
E. How the water was forced toward the fire
F. Difficulty in using a hand pump
G. Two engines without hoses
H. Material of which the first hose was made
I. Value of such a hose
III. Importance of such crude heginnings (or Conclusion)
•|
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Test in
Reading Organization
Grade 6

Test In Heading-Organization
Word Categories
Each group of ten words belongs in 2 groups. For
instance: cup; robin; saucer; plate; bluebird; sparrow.
These words would make two short lists of dishes and
birds, like this:
See whether or not you can make 2 groups of words from
each of these lists.
1. apples; potatoes; grapes; turnips; squash; melons;
carrots; pears; bananas.
2. ohair; blackbird; desk; sofa; bureau; oriole; blue jay;
cabinet; crow; bookcase.
3. elephant; baseball; giraffe; horse; football; cow;
cat; swimming; dog; skating.
4. swimming; skating; tennis; skiing; tobogganing;
sunbathing; snowshoeing; bicycling; golf; sleigh-
riding.
5. cod; mackerel; pencil; ink; herring; eraser; salmon;
halibut; paper; pen.
1. fruits and vegetables
2. furniture and birds
3. animals and sports
4. winter sports and summer activities
5. fish and writing materials
Dishes
cup
Birds
robin
bluebird
sparrow
saucer
plate
Exercise 1
Exercise 1
Answers
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Word Categories
Exercise 2
71a
Make 3 lists, this time*
1. Ash Street; Salisbury Biver; Montello Street; White
Mountains; Howard Street; Green Mountains; Hocky
Mountains; Mississippi Biver; Ohio Biver; Oak Street.
2. house; factory; dog; teddy bear; cat; giraffe; church;
city hall; jump-rope; marbles.
3. sardine; butterfly; horse; ox; mosquito; elephant;
salmon; bee; fly; herring.
4. Hide-and-Oo-Seek; automobile; pencil; London Bridge
is Falling Down; train; eraser; ink; hopscotch; bus;
pen.
5. James; Betty; Fell; gun; rifle; Bobert; sword; spear;
Eleanor; bayonet.
6. violin; mixing spoon; hammer; mixing bowl; egg beater;
piano; cello; measuring cup; trumpet; saw.
Exercise 2
Answers
1. streets, rivers, and mountains
2. buildings, animals, and toys
3. fish, insects, and animals
4. games, vehicles, and writing materials
5. boys' names, girls' names, and weapons (or names of
people
,
weapons to throw, and weapons to shoot)
6. instruments, cooking equipment, and carpenters' tools
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Exercise 3
Generali zTng
Sometimes we need to know a definite word or phrase
to describe a group of things. Eor example, dogs, cats,
and tigers are all animals . Dimes, pennies and nickels
are all coins. See whether or not you can give a definite
answer for each of these three lists.
1. 1 uncle, 2 aunts, and 2 cousins equal 5
2. 2 bowls, i cup, and 1 pail equal 4
3. 1 autumn, 1 spring, and 2 summers equal 4
4. fear, joy, sorrow, and anger equal 4
5. 1 sofa, 3 chairs, and 2 tables equal 6
Exercise 3
Answers
1. relatives
2. utensils
3. seasons (times of year)
4. feelings (emotions)
5. pieces of furniture
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Selecting Best Titles
Exercise 4
The best title for a paragraph or section is the title
about which the whole paragraph or section is telling.
Bo not choose a title which is discussed by only a small
part of this paragraph. Which of the following titles
gives the main thought of each whole paragraph or section ?
Book used: Wings for Reading
,
Hovious and Shearer, op. ci
t
.
P.16, paragraphs 2 and 3, beginning, "How does," and "Bo
1 pigeons".
1. Seeing the Way
2. A Pigeon's Good Memory
3. The Mystery of the Homing Pigeon
4. A Long Plight
2 P.38, paragraph 2, beginning, "A homing".
1. Carrying a Message
2. A Homing Pigeon's First Lesson
3. What Owners of Pigeons Say
4. A Pigeon' s Nest
3. P. 40, paragraphs 2 and 3, beginning, "^n an", and
"Just twenty-five".
1. A Plying Lifesaver
2. A Wounded Pigeon
3. A Speedy Plight
4. Cher Ami
4. P.103, paragraph 2, beginning," In the first".
1. A Charging Elephant
2. Taming Elephants
3. Elephants from India
4. The Bifference Between Indian and African Elephants
5. P.104, paragraph 1, beginning," Even Indian".
1. An Elephant's Speed
2. The Bangers of Hunting Elephants
3. Taking No Chances
4. Getting Ready to Hunt Elephants
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Paragraphs Used
74a
Selecting Best Titles
Exercise 4
Carol Hovious and Elga M. Shearer, Wings for Heading.
Boston:D.C. Heath and Company, 1942. 460 pp.
1.
Page 16, paragraphs 2 and 3.
"How does a pigeon find its way home ? Ho one knows,
but many people have tried to find out* At first, they
thought the pigeon might see its own nest, because pigeons
do have very good eyes. But a pigeon will fly home when
it is thousands of miles away. It certainly cannot see
thousands of miles.
"Do pigeons remember the way home ? The answer is Ho.
You can put a pigeon in a box and cover the box so that the
bird cannot see where it is going. Uhen you turn it loose,
it will fly up in the air, circle around a few times, and
then head for home. It does not seem to make any difference
how far away from home the pigeon is."
2.
Page 38, paragraph 2.
"A homing pigeon must enter its nest the minute it
gets home. The men who own pigeons say that the pigeon
must 'trap' itself, that is, go into its nest. When a
pigeon is carrying a message, the owner wants to know
what is in the message. To get the message, he must get
the pigeon. If the bird sits in a tree or on the roof
of a building, it is not of much use as a messenger
Therefore, the first lesson the little pigeon learns is
to go into its nest and trap itself."
3.
Page 40, paragraphs 2 and 3.
"On an October day in 1918 Cher Ami started out with
an important message. Ouns roared below. Bullets whistled
through the air. But Cher Ami kept right on, flying a mile
a minute above the battle. A shot almost tore off its leg.
Another shot ripped into its body. Still the little pigeon
kept on.
"Just twenty-five minutes after it started, the bird
fluttered down on the roof of its home loft, almost twenty-
five miles away, with the message still dangling from its
wounded leg. Cher Ami never flew again, but it carried a
message that saved 197 soldiers from death."
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Exercise 4 ( continued)
Paragraphs Used
4. Page 103, paragraph 2.
"In the first place, why go to India for an elephant
hunt ? Why not go to Africa ? If you had ever seen a
wild African elephant, you would know the answer. African
elephants are big, fierce, and hard to tame. When one of
them charges a hunter, its huge ears, fifteen feet around,
stand out in the breeze like big sails. Indian elephants,
on the other hand, are smaller and easier to tame. Their
ears are only about one fourth as large as the African
elephants’
5. Page 104, paragraph 1.
"Even Indian elephants are dangerous when they are
frightened or angry. Hunters take no chances. They work
for months getting ready so that everything will go
smoothly— and safely. If you get in the way of a fright-
ened elephant, your chances of coming out alive are almost
zero. You see the big gray beasts charging down on you.
Its short-sighted little eyes burn with anger. If you run,
you will probably get stepped on, for an elephant, usually
slow-moving, can put on real speed when it needs to— at
least enough to catch up with you."
Exercise 4
Selecting Best Titles
Answers
1. 3
2
. 2
3. 1
4. 4
5 . 2
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Writing Headlines
Exercise 5
Pretend that yon are a newspaper reporter, describing
these news events. Write headlines to use at the tops of
your news oolumns.
For example, if a dog has dragged a little child away
from a burning building, you might write: "Dog Hero Saves
Child."
Write headlines for the following paragraphs.
Book used: Wings for Heading
1. P. 261, paragraph 1, beginning "At the Canal Zone".
2. P.263, paragraph numbered 3, beginning "At Panama".
3. P.263, paragraph numbered 4, beginning "When Uncle Sam".
4. P.264, paragraph numbered 5, beginning "In digging".
5. P.265, paragraph numbered 7, beginning "Can you imagine"
Exercise 5
Paragraphs Used
1. Page 261, paragraph 1.
"At the Canal Zone Uncle Sam runs a water stairway for
ships. On these strange stairs ships climb over a mountain.
Before the Panama Canal was built, ships from Hew York to
San Francisco had to sail around the top of South America,
a distance of 13,135 miles. Luckily, between Worth America
and South America lies a narrow strip of land, at one place
only 40 miles wide. Down the center of this narrow strip
runs a low range of mountains. Uncle Sam saw that he could
cut out a canal across this narrow strip. However, the
ships would have to be lifted' over the mountains. So
Uncle Sam built a series of water stairsteps called 'locks.'
By taking the short cut through the Canal, ships save
7,873 miles."
2. Page 263, paragraph 3.
"At Panama man's greatest enemy is the mosquito.
Although there are dangerous jungles and swamps and rivers
in Panama, it is the mosquito that carries death to men.
In 1862 the French tried to build a canal through Panama.
They worked fcr twenty years. They spent more than 250
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Exercise 5 (continued)
Paragraphs Used
£. (continued)
million dollars. Forty thousand men worked on the canal.
But the French failed. They could not fight the mosquito.
In fact, they did not even know that the mosquito was
their enemy. They only knew that thousands of men died
every year from a strange fever that struck suddenly and
fiercely. A man was well one day l He was dead the next.
A thousand workers, sent to dig the canal, were dead in
less than a year. At last the French gave up trying to
build the canal.
”
3. Page 263, paragraph4, ending on page 264.
"When Uncle Sam began work on the Panama Canal in
1904, he knew something about mosquitoes. He knew that
they carried a disease called malaria. A mosquito bit
a person who had the fever. Then it bit a healthy person.
Soon the healthy person was ill of the fever too. Down
to Panama went Ur. Gorgas. It was his job to rid the
Canal Zone of mosquitoes. He knew that mosquitoes laid
their eggs in pools of water. To get rid of the mosquitoes
he must get rid of standing water. Dr. Gorgas set men to
filling water holes. He drained swamps. He poured oil
over pools so that mosquitoes could not live in the water.
He cut down the tall jungle grass where mosquitoes hid.
He ordered screens placed over all windows and doors.
Today the Panama Canal Zone is as healthful a place as
anyone could wish.”
Exercise 5
Answers
Examples of Answers
1. Uncle Sam Huns a Water Stairway
Ships Climb over Mountain
Ships Take Shortcut
2. Mosquitoes Drive away Forty Thousand Men
Tiny Foes Halt Canal-Work
The French Fail to Finish Canal
Mysterious Fever Strikes in Panama
3. Uncle Sam Drives Foe from Panama
Dr. Gorgas Rids Panama of Disease
Fever-Ridden Panama How Healthful
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Exercise 5 (concluded)
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Answers
4. Great Pyramid Small Compared with Panama Canal
Workmen Move Huge Quantity of Soil in Panama
Uncle Sam Heeds 10 Years to Build Canal
5, Uncle Sam, a Businessman in Panama
Uncle Sam’s Strange Jobs in Panama
Exercise 6
Writing Titles
How, write definite titles for each of the 5 para-
graphs for which you have written headlines. For example,
do not say, "Dog Hero Saves Child." This time, say, "A
Dog Hero", "A Brave Rescuer", or "A Lucky Escape".
Write five titles for the paragraphs you have just
used .
1 .
3.
4.
5 .
Exercise 6
Use the same paragraphs as those in exercise 5.
Exercise 6
Writing Titles
Examples of Answers
1 .
2 .
3.
A Valuable Water Stairway
How Ships Save Time
What the Panama Canal Leeks Are
A Jungle Enemy
A Mysterious Foe
Why the French Gave Up
A Great Change in Panama
Dr. Gorgas's Important Work
4. Moving a Mountain
A Huge Ditch
Ten Years Well
Spent
5. Uncle Sam as a
Businessman
America’s Work in
Panama Today
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binding Topic Sentences
Exercise 7
Many paragraphs have 1 sentence which tells you what
the whole paragraph is about! Such a sentence is called
a topic sentence. It is usually found near the beginning
of a paragraph, but occasionally it is placed at the end!
See whether or not you can find the topic sentence
of each of the following paragraphs. Copy only the first
3 words of the sentences.
Wings for Heading . (See bibliography in Workbook)
1. P.277, paragraph 1, beginning "Dust will explode".
2. P.279, paragraph number 3, beginning "From June to
September"
.
P.301, paragraph 1,beginning "To the War of 1812".3.
4. P.307, paragraph 1, beginning "Uncle Sam has the longest"
5. P.307, paragraph 2, beginning "Uncle Sam Feeds these".
Exercise
_7
Carol Hovious and Elga M. Shearer, Wings for Heading .
1. P.277, paragraph 1.
"Dust will explode. To prove it. Uncle Sam invited
a group of firemen, farmers, and manufacturers to Washington
D.C. A government worker closed all the windows in a
wooden building. Then he dumped a sack of cornstarch in-
side and shot an electric spark into the building. Flames
ran along the lower windows, then leaped into the tower.
In a moment there was a flash and a terrible roar. Windows
cracked. Broken glass rained downward. Boards twisted
and broke into splintered pieces. The whole building had
exploded. Uncle Sam had proved his point. Dust is
dangerous. Dust from wheat, com, dried milk, rice, or
cotton could blow up a strong building. Dust from coal
can blow up a mine. In eighteen years drifting dust
caused 274 explosions, killed 277 people, and destroyed
property worth thirty-three million dollars."
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Exercise 7 (continued)
Paragraphs Used
2. Page 279, paragraph 3.
"From June to September three Coast Guard boats
patrol the North Atlantic in search of wandering icebergs.
Every summer these huge chunks of ice break loose from
the frozen seas of the Far North and float slowly south-
ward. Only the tip of an iceberg sticks out above the
water, but that tip may be as much as eighty feet high
and eight hundred feet long. Streaked here and there with
lines of deep blue, an iceberg gleams snow-white in the
sun. At night or in foggy weather, it presents a real
danger to ships. During a heavy fog in 1912, the steamship,
’Titanic’ struck an iceberg and went down with 1,517
passengers. Since that date Coast Guard boats have
patrolled the North Atlantic to report icebergs. In one
summer they may sight as many as 700. Not a single ship
has crashed on an iceberg since the Coast Guard began its
Iceberg Patrol."
3. Page 301, paragraph 1, ending on page 302.
"To the War of 1812 we owe both the lanky figure of
Uncle Sam and the stirring words of 'The Star-Spangled
Banner.' The story of Uncle Sam began as a Joke among the
townspeople of Troy, New York. The words of 'The Star-
Spangled Banner' were written by the young Francis Scott
Key after a fierce night of battle. Both Uncle Sam and
the national anthem have become dear to the hearts of the
American people." L
4. Page 307, paragraph 1.
"Uncle Sam has the longest shopping iist in the world.
He bujrs everything from baby bonnets to mule shoes, in-
cluding baseballs, flowerpots, fur-lined clothing, grass
seed, horses, ice-cream freezers, pills, and raincoats.
These are only a few of the 155,000 articles on his list."
5. Page 307, paragraph 2, ending on page 308.
"Uncle Sam needs these 155,000 articles, and many more,
for he has one of the largest families in the world. Thou-
sands of men and women work for Uncle Sam, helping to take
care of the 133,000,000 people in the United States. They
write letters for Uncle Sam. They work on farms to study
cattle and crops. They fly through the air to take pictures
i
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Exercise 7 (continued)
5, (continued)
of soil erosion. They care for little children and old
soldiers. They go to the Par north to learn about Alaska.
?/herever they go and whatever they do. Uncle Sam provides
the things they need in order to carry on their work."
Answers
Exercise 1_
Finding Topic Sentences
1. first or last
"Dust will explode"
or
"In 18 years"
2. first or last
"Prom June to"
or
"Hot a single"
3. first
"To the War"
4. first
"Uncle Sam has"
5.
first
"Uncle Sam needs"
Exercise 8
Organizing Sequence from Memory
Book Used. Pages of Adventure
,
Katherine E. Dopp, et al.
Head the paragraph and try to see in your mind the
order in which things happen. Then close your books, and
use the sentences given here. Beside each letter at the
end of the sentences, you will write a number. Write 1
for the first thing that happened, write a 2 for the thing
that happened next, and so on. Humber all the sentences
in the order in which they belong in the story.
How, rea,d all of page 328 in Pages of Adventure , remember-
ing the order in which things happen.
Here are the sentences for you to number :
.3
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Organizing Sequence from Memo ry
Exercise 8
a. Lorenzo thought the music was beautiful. a
b. Leonardo decided to try to be chosen as
this sculptor. b
c. Yerrochio advised him to show to Lorenzo,
the Duke’s friend, the silver-stringed
instrument which he had made. c
d. The letter to the Duke told of many kinds of
things which Leonardo could do. d
e. The Duke of Milan wished to find a sculptor
who could make a bronze statue of his father, e
f. He asked his teacher, the artist, Yerocchio,
to assist him to get the order. f
g. He advised Leonardo to write a letter to the
Duke, telling him that he could work as well
as play. g
Exercise 8
Paragraphs Used
Katherine E. Dopp, et al., Pages of Adventure . op. cl
t
.
Page 328, entire.
"About this time the Duke of Milan, a rich gentleman
of Milan or Milano, as it is called in Italy, began to
search for a sculptor to make a bronze statue of his father
on horseback. Then Leonardo heard about the matter, he
decided to compete for the honor of doing the work. He
realized that he needed help, however, and went to Verocchio
begging as follows, 'Help me to obtain the order to make
this bronze statue for the Duke. I promise, Great Master,
not to bring shame upon you but will do the best that I can.
’"I shall be glad to help you,' said the master thought
fully, 'but you can also help yourself. The Duke of Milan
has a friend, Lorenzo, who frequently comes to our studio.
The next time he comes, show him the new silver-stringed
instrument which you have designed. He loves music and
will enjoy the tones of your excellent instrument.'
"When Lorenzo heard Leonardo play the silver-stringed
instrument, he was greatly amazed. 'Uhat wonderful tones!'
he cried. 'You must go as a messenger to play for my
friend, the Duke of Milan. Before you go, write him a
letter showing that you possess the ability to do work.'
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Exercise Q (continued)
Paragraph Used
83a
P 0 328 (continued)
"Leonardo was greatly pleased at the opportunity and
wrote the letter immediately* In describing his abilities,
he stated that he could write poetry, paint portraits,
carve statues, build cannons, make bridges, and thus be
useful in both peace and war."
Exercise 8
Answers
Organizing Sequence from Memory
a • 5
b. 2
c. 4
d. 7
e. 1
f. 3
g. 6
Exercise 9
Organizing Scrambled Outlines
Pick out the main or major topic from this outline
which is given in mixed order. Then, under the main topic,
list the minor topics which go with it.
I
A Brave Pet
Animal Heroes
A Courageous Horse
A Wounded Pigeon-Messenger
Do the same with this mixed outline.
Arrange the minor topics in their correct order.
II
Smelling the smoke
How Hover gave the alarm
Seeing the flames
Barking into the telephone transmitter
"Central" sending for the firemen
Knocking off the telephone receiver
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Organizing Scrambled Outlines
Answers
I.
Animal heroe s
f Other
-
topics in any order)
Ex,
A Brave Pet
A Courageous Horse
A bounded Pigeon-Messenger
II.
How Hover gave the alarm
1. Smelling the smoke
2. Seeing the flames
3. Knocking off the telephone receiver
4. Barking into the telephone transmitter
5. "Central” sending for the firemen
Exercise X
Supplying Minor Topics for Incomplete Outlines
You have learned to arrange sentences in the correct
order to build a paragraph. Here is another kind of lesson.
First, read the paragraph. Then, on the back of the
sheet, you will find a part of an outline for the paragraph.
All the main topics are written for you. Under each main
topic are the numbers of its minor topics.
^rite, beside each number, a short, complete sentence
,
telling some facts from the paragraph. Indent the remainders
of the sentences. For instance:
I Materials used in birds' nests
1. Some nests are made of sticks and mud.
2. Some nests are made chiefly of grass.
3. A few nests are made of horsehair.
Mow, read in Pages of Adventure
,
page 28, paragraph 1,
beginning, "Uhales belong^.
Use sentences to complete the outline.
Mammals
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
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Supplying Minor Topics for Incomplete Outlines
Exercise 10
Paragraph Used-
Pages of Adventure
Page 28, paragraph 1.
"Whales belong to a large class of animals known as
mammals. A mammal is an animal whose young lives on milk
just as calves live on milk. Most mammals, including both
tame and wild animals, live on the land, but a few live
wholly or partly in the water. Those living in the water
are usually well suited to their surroundings, except that
they must come to the surface to breathe."
Exercise 10
Answers
Examples of Answers (Sentence Eormation)
Mammals
1. The young of mammals use milk.
2. Most mammals live on land.
3. A few live wholly or partly in water.
4. Those living in water come to the surface to breathe.
Exercise 11
Supplying Minor Topics for Incomplete Outlines
TTow, use titles or topics, instead of sentences, for
the same paragraph, Pages of Adventure
,
Page 28, paragraph 1
beginning, "Whales belong".
For example:
I. Materials used in birds' nests
1. Sticks and mud
2. Grass
3. Horsehair
Write such topics to complete this outline:
I. Mammals
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
. . .
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Supplying Minor Topics for Incomplete Outlines
Exercise 11
Examples of Answers (Topical Formation)
Mammal
s
1. What mammals are
2. Where most mammals live
3. Where a few mammals live
4. How mammals living in water can breathe
Supplying Major Topics for Incomplete Outlines
Exercise 12
You have learned to read a paragraph and to write
minor topics when the main topics are given to you. Here
are the minor topics, this time. Write the main topics,
using sentences .
For example:
I, Boston has an important harbor-
1. The harbor is large enough for many ships
at once.
2. It is deep enough for ocean liners.
3. It protects ships when there are great
storms at sea.
You would write the sentence beside the I. "Boston
has an important harbor." Use a sentence for each Roman
numeral
,
to show what all the sub-topics are telling about.
Pages of Adventure
,
page 100, paragraph 1, beginning
"Iron ore'*.
I
1. It is hard to imagine what we should do without
iron ore.
2. Iron is used in making travel and communication
possible.
3. Iron is used in making many machines.
4. Objects made of iron help in preparing our
food, clothing, and shelter.
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Paragraphs Used
Uxercis'e
Supplying Major Topics for Incomplete Outlines
Katherine E. Dopp et al., Pages of Adventure .
Page ICO, paragraph 1.
’’Iron ore, as you know, is the most important ore in
the world. You can readily see how important it is if you
try to imagine what the world would be like without it.
Without it we should have no automobiles, trains, or air-
planes, and no telephones, telegraphs, or radios. We
should have no wonder-working machines to make things in
our factories. We should have no stoves for cooking food,
no means of making clothing, and no tools for building
homes.”
Exercise 12
Supplying Major Topics for In complete Outlines
Examples of Answers (Sentence Formation)
I. Iron ore is the most valuable mineral.
Exercise 13
Now, use topics instead of sentences to complete this
outline of the same paragraph.
II.
1. Imagining what we should do without iron ore.
2. Iron's effect on travel and communication.
3. Effect of iron on the making of machines
4. Effect of iron on the preparation of food,
clothing, and shelter.
Exercise 13
Supplying Major Topics for Incomplete Outlines
Examples of Answers (Topical Formation)
II. The importance of iron ore
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Exercise 14
Making a Complete Outline
How, make a whole outline, deciding on the title and
the main topics first, Write them beside the Homan numerals
Then write the minor topics. Use topics instead of sen-
tences.
Head, Pages of Adventure
,
Page 403, paragraph E,
b eginning , "Tor hair, make".
(Title)
I.
1 .
E.
3.
II.
1 .
S.
Exercise 14
Making a Complete Outline
Page 403, paragraph 3.
"Tor hair, make a wig out of cotton or woolen cloth
and tie to the screw eyes or bent pieces of wire set in
the head. Make the wig any color that you choose, so
long as it looks somewhat like hair./ If you wish, you
may leave off the wig and make hair by gluing or pasting
strips of cheesecloth to the head. Let the strips hang
down the side, pin them up, or arrange them in any way
that you like. Color the cheesecloth with shoe polish
or the same kind of paint that you used on the face. When
you have finished the hair, you may wish to put a hat or
cap on the head, fastening it rather firmly to the screw
eyes or pieces of bent wire.”
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Exercise 14
Making a Complete Outline
Examples of Answers
Making Hair for a Puppet
I* Making a cloth wig
1. Kind of cloth used
2. Tying the wig to wire loops in head
3. Choosing the color of the hair
II. Using cheesecloth for hair
1. Arranging the strips across
2. Coloring the Qheosocloth
f? Adding a hat)
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and Helen Blair Sullivan
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Boston University
Inter.
Achievem’t
A
INTERMEDIATE TEST: FORM A
For Grades 3 to 6
Name Grade .Teacher Boy or girl.
Age When is your next birthday? How old will you be then?.
[ame of school City Date
/
Test Score
Grade
Equiva-
lent
Age
Equiva-
lent
1. Word Meaning
2. Paragraph Meaning
Total
Optional Tests
3. Spelling
4. Written Recall Rating
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Durrcll-Sullivan : Read. Achievem't : Inter. A
0 , TEST 1. WORD MEANINGSamples.
An apple is a kind of— 1 paint 2 metal 3 animal 4 fruit 5 chair. J
Large means — 1 angry 2 big 3 hurt 4 little 5 like
To shut means to — 1 help 2 give 3 take 4 run 5 close
2 3 4
12 3 4
1 2 3 4 5
1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
7 .
8 .
9 .
10 .
11 .
12 .
13 .
14 .
15 .
16 .
17 .
18 .
19 .
20 .
21 .
22 .
23 .
24.
A dog is an — 1 answer 2 elephant 3 animal 4 excuse 5 orange !
A robin is a — 1 crow 2 bird 3 bug 4 flower 5 leaf
To bring is to — 1 find 2 carry 3 think 4 lose 5 fall
Small means— 1 hurry 2 large 3 little 4 like 5 help
To fall is to — 1 pay 2 lift 3 touch 4 drop 5 face
To bake is to — 1 break 2 lose 3 cook - 4 speak 5 copy .....
A dollar is— 1 copper 2 money 3 business 4 healthy 5 clothing
]
A voice is used to — 1 clamp 2 speak 3 point 4 write 5 mark . . . j
]
A potato is a— 1 song 2 planet 3 vegetable 4 table 5 postman . . j
1
Beef is a kind of— 1 horse 2 boat 3 maze 4 ranch 5 meat j
2
To chop means— 1 roll 2 note 3 come 4 chide 5 cut j
If a thing is above, it is— 1 glad 2 pleasant 3 short 4 higher 5 between j
A thing that is bent is — 1 warm 2 sharp 3 crooked 4 straight 5 tight...!
Travel means — 1 trouble 2 journey 3 serious 4 prepare 5 junction .
. j
OiZ is used for— 1 fuel 2 water 3 fun 4 writing 5 presents..
Quarrel means — 1 stop 2 travel 3 fight 4 forget 5 throw . .
A hall is a— 1 horn 2 road 3 tooth 4 room 5 field
An island is surrounded by — 1 sugar 2 gardens 3 earth 4 salad 5 water
Remain means— 1 ride 2 measure 3 happen 4 stay 5 accompany . .
]
Salt is used on — 1 holidays 2 water 3 food 4 birds 5 flowers . .1
Marriage means — 1 image 2 civil 3 bitter 4 obtain 5 wedding . .
;
A carpenter makes things of— 1 iron 2 stone 3 cement 4 wood 5 grass j
A maid is a— 1 smile 2 father 3 girl 4 heart 5 fruit
A palace is a — 1 crown 2 storm 3 land 4 building 5 policeman . . j
A helmet is worn on the — 1 knees 2 breast 3 feet 4 elbows 5 head ;
[ 2 ]
12 3 4
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
4 5
3 4 5
2 3 4 5
12 3 4
3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
12 3 4
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
12 3 4
1 2 3 4 5
12 3 4
2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
12 3 4
1 2 3 4 5
25 .
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3 4 5
26 .
27 .
28 .
29 .
30 .
31 .
32 .
33 .
34 .
35 .
36 .
37 .
38 .
39 .
40 .
41 .
42 .
43 .
44 .
45 .
46 .
47 .
48.
49 .
50 .
51 .
52 .
When you miss school, you are— 1 tardy 2 absent 3 present 4 taught 5 fair
A person is alone who is without — 1 money 2 food 3 company 4 shelter 5 danger
A stomach is part of the — 1 sea 2 sky 3 body 4 country 5 world
A man’s daughter is his — 1 parent 2 child 3 sister 4 son 5 niece . .
.
Ill means— 1 sick 2 hungry 3 well 4 safe 5 sorry
Excellent means very— 1 weak 2 good 3 happy 4 poor 5 tired .
.
A hive is for — 1 oil 2 school 3 robbers 4 peaches 5 bees
To tumble is to — 1 type 2 ask 3 knock 4 fall 5 tickle
A grandparent is an — 1 antagonist 2 elephant 3 ancestor 4 impostor 5 umpire
A smell is an — 1 amount 2 answer 3 office 4 odor 5 idea
An elm is a — 1 mold 2 helm 3 bug 4 tree 5 tool
A mule is a — 1 splinter 2 pearl 3 beast 4 ditch 5 handle
Costly things are — 1 expensive 2 pliant 3 scorched 4 liberal 5 domestic
An author is a — 1 patron 2 policeman 3 statesman 4 treasurer 5 writer
A mayor is an — 1 expert 2 animal 3 invalid 4 umbrella 5 official
A zone is a — 1 number 2 stepson 3 region 4 sliver 5 habit
To injure is to — 1 slump 2 insure 3 wound 4 sell 5 splash
To rouse means to — 1 waken 2 rule 3 roast 4 throw 5 love . .
Mild means — 1 gentle 2 price 3 wild 4 new 5 behind
Wicked means — 1 generous 2 grateful 3 unselfish 4 evil 5 brilliant
To make preparations is to get — 1 over 2 measles 3 ready 4 upon 5 cloudy
A selection is a — 1 bullet 2 capital 3 desire 4 choice 5 folder.
To tour is to — 1 prepare 2 toast 3 lean 4 travel 5 trust
Twinkle means — 1 wrinkle 2 ringing 3 pitiful 4 glisten 5 feeble .
Coarse cloth is — 1 smooth 2 fine 3 rough 4 cold 5 short
A bough is a — 1 limb 2 leaf 3 pail 4 crest 5 trunk
To welcome means to — 1 endure 2 persist 3 receive 4 believe 5 practice
a 1 3 ]
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
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53 .
54 .
55 .
56 .
57 .
58 .
59 .
60 .
61 .
62 .
63 .
64 .
65 .
66 .
67 .
68 .
69 .
70 .
71 .
72 .
73 .
74 .
75 .
A blunt thing is — 1 dull 2 sharp 3 disagreeable 4 black 5 thin
]
Circular means — 1 careless 2 familiar 3 round 4 square 5 jealous
Skillful means — 1 laborious 2 excited 3 radical 4 expert 5 kindly
t
-
Interior means — 1 inferior 2 above 3 empty 4 dreary 5 inside . .
]
Stupid means — 1 studious 2 false 3 stylish 4 cowardly 5 dull . .
To surrender is to — 1 surround 2 soften 3 colonize 4 yield 5 dance . .
1
Destruction causes— 1 discipline 2 ruin 3 government 4 scandal 5 satisfaction
To convince means to — 1 declare 2 design 3 combine 4 nourish 5 persuade
j
A sign is an — 1 offering 2 agreement 3 acquaintance 4 indication 5 address
;
A portion is a — 1 gate 2 home 3 wall 4 riddle 5 share
To overcome is to — 1 discover 2 happen 3 anticipate 4 defeat 5 worry
An insult is an— 1 instinct 2 insertion 3 announcement 4 embrace 5 offense
To confirm is to make — 1 angry 2 equal 3 trouble 4 certain 5 time
Valiant means — 1 valid 2 lenient 3 brave 4 royal 5 loyal
To kindle means to — 1 pick 2 range 3 light 4 soil 5 assist . .
.
* '
1
Abrupt means — 1 exclude 2 neutral 3 recent 4 sudden 5 rugged
Fatigue means — 1 fatal 2 faithful 3 conflict 4 dodge 5 weariness
;
1
A durable thing is— 1 fantastic 2 courteous 3 modified 4 lasting 5 moist
;
1
Fourscore is the same as — 1 fourteen 2 fortnight 3 eighty 4 twenty 5 four
1
To ratify is to — 1 confuse 2 approve 3 assist 4 report 5 poison i
1
To rebel is to — 1 realize 2 pledge 3 justify 4 resist 5 flourish ;
1
Sullen means — 1 sultry 2 satisfied 3 credulous 4 harmful 5 surly
j
1
Probability means— 1 disheveled 2 originality 3 likelihood 4 sincerity 5 enthusiasm
;
I- !
!! li
4 s
4 5
i! ii
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TEST 2. PARAGRAPH MEANING
One warm, sunny day Helen and her brother went on a trip to the beach.
Their mother and aunt went with them. They took their bathing suits so that
they could all go into the water. When noontime came, they had lunch on
the sand. After lunch the children gathered sea shells. They saw a starfish
and some funny little crabs.
A. What did Helen and her brother do ?
1 went to see their aunt 2 went to the seashore 3 went on a train 12345
4 went for crabs 5 went fishing ii | ii
B. The weather was — 12345
1 quiet 2 funny 3 fair 4 gloomy 5 rainy if ii ii ii ii
C. The best name for this story is —
1 Helen and Her Aunt 2 Gathering Shells 3 Eating Lunch Outdoors 12345
4 One Warm Day 5 A Trip to the Beach jj ii
i
Mary and John go to camp as soon as school closes in the summer. They go
on the train and stay until it is time for school to open again in the fall. They
have a happy time at camp because there are many other boys and girls there
too. They ride, swim, and play games together every day.
1 . When do Mary and John go to camp ?
1 before school 2 when school is over 3 in the fall 4 when school starts 12345
5 every day ii ii ii jj jj
2 . Which word tells what kind of a time the children have at camp ? 12345
1 lonesome 2 sad 3 joyous 4 funny 5 weary • ii ii
3
.
How do the children travel to camp ?
1 on a train 2 on a bus 3 in an automobile
1
4 on a car 5 in an airplane . .ii
4
.
The best name for this story would be —
1 Close of School 2 Playing Games 3 A Trip on the Train
4 A Summer at Camp 5 The Boys at Camp
5
5
.
Mary and John enjoy camp life because they —
1 are glad to be away for the summer 2 like the ride on the train
3 are glad to be out of school 4 like to study nature 12345
5 have fun playing games with the other children ii ii ii ii
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Jack had a new fish line. His father took him fishing in a little brook at the
back of his grandfather’s house. Jack was the first to feel a bite. There was
a strong pull at his line. He tried hard to pull the fish out of the water, but
it pulled so hard his father had to help him. He was happy when he saw his
fish lying on the grass near the stream. .
6. Jack went —
1 to his grandfather’s house 2 into the water 3 fishing with his father 12345
4 to buy a fish line 5 to the ocean to fish jj jj !! ||
7. The fish — 12345
1 helped 2 struggled 3 ate 4 tried 5 fell , jj jj jj . || 'id|
8. Jack tried to — •
1 fish near the stream 2 pull his father back 3 land his own fish 12345
4 put fish in the brook 5 lie on the grass jj jj jj jj jj
9. The best name for this story is —
1 A Trip to Grandfather’s 2 Catching Some Fish 3 Jack’s Fishing Trip 12345
4 Buying a New Fish Line 5 How Father Fished jj jj jj
10. Jack enjoyed his trip because —
1 the fish got away 2 the brook was near grandfather’s 3 he caught a fine fish 1 2 3 4 5
4 he went to a stream • 5 his father helped him
m
In the cold northlands many animals go to sleep for the whole winter. They
have to store up enough fat on their bodies in the summertime to last them all
winter while they are sleeping. These animals grow huge in the summer.
Bears, which are among the animals which sleep all winter, get so large in the
summer that they can hardly move about. All these animals which sleep
during the winter crawl into caves or hollow trees when winter nears and stay
until spring comes once more. When they come out, they are very thin and
are starving.
11. How do the animals which sleep through the winter get their winter 'food ?
1 by carrying their food in with them 2 by getting fat in summer
3 by coming out for food as they need it 4 by eating the bark of trees 12345
5 by living on small animals j j
12. The climate where these animals live is very — 12345
1 windy 2 warm 3 breezy 4 cold 5 hot jj jj
13. How do the animals look when they come out of the cave ?
1 huge and fat 2 lean and hungry 3 thin and tired 4 large and strong 12345
5 huge and starving jj jj jj jj jj
\
14. The best title for this story would be —
1 Bears Which Go into Caves 2 Thin and Hungry Animals
3 Animals Which Sleep through the Winter 4 Large Animals Sleep in Winter 12345
5 While They Are Sleeping ; jj \\ j;
15. The animals which sleep through the winter make winter dens —
1 in the summertime 2 in the open woods 3 when spring comes 12345
4 in caverns or hollow logs 5 while they are sleeping . .jj H
[ 6 ] \
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The St. Bernards are among the bravest of dogs. They are large and very
jv strong. In Switzerland these dogs are trained to go out and find travelers who
are lost in the snowdrifts on the high mountains. A first-aid kit containing food
and medicine is hung about their necks, and a warm blanket is strapped on their
backs. When they find worn-out travelers, they dig them out of the snow and
help them if they are awake and able to move. If the traveler is injured and
helpless, the dog is trained to go back to the town below and bring aid. Many
lives are saved every year by these fearless animals.
16. What is the most valuable thing that St. Bernard dogs do ?
1
They can climb over snowdrifts. 2 They are good mountain climbers.
3
They are trained to rescue lost travelers. 4 They are large and strong. 12345
5 They carry first-aid kits ;;
17. The ST Bernard dog is — 12345
1 cowardly 2 speedy 3 courageous 4 rough 5 fierce
18. How does the dog assist worn-out travelers ?
1 by digging large holes in the snow 2 by climbing the drifts to the traveler . 123,5
3 by bringing first aid 4 by covering him with a blanket 5 by his great strength
19. The best title for this story is —
1 Training Dogs 2 The Heroic St. Bernard 3 A Strange St. Bernard Dog 12345
4 People Lost in Mountains 5 Traveling through Snowdrifts jj,
20. What do the dogs do for the travelers they cannot help ? 1 stand the man on his feet
2 give him food and medicine 3 return to the village for aid 12345
4 carry him down the mountain 5 give him the first-aid kit
I V 7^
The camel possesses a most uncommon body, which almost seems made to
order for the many purposes he fills in the life of the desert people. His mouth
is peculiarly fitted for securing food. The strong membrane and powerful
teeth enable him to tear off the dry shrubs and stiff, prickly cactus of the desert.
His huge nostrils allow him to breathe deeply. They close tightly when a sand-
storm arises, thus shutting out the choking sands. His hump, a mere lump of
fat, is of great use if food fails, for he can obtain nourishment from it for many
days. He is also provided with inside reservoirs which hold enough water to
last him for four or five days. Unfortunately the camel is dull. To kneel down
at a given signal is about the only trick he ever learns. Although the camel is
homely he is nevertheless valuable, for without him many portions of the earth
would remain untraveled.
21 . The camel is — 1 more intelligent than the horse 2 capable of learning a great deal 12345
3 rather unintelligent 4 poorly taught 5 friendly and intelligent
22 . The body of the camel is— 12345
1 unfortunate 2 unusual 3 graceful 4 evil 5 inspiring ij
23. The mouth of the camel— 1 is harmed by thorny cactus 2 is small and tough
3 is well suited for procuring food 4 tightens when a sandstorm arises 1 2 3 4 5
5 provides an inside reservoir
24. The best title for this story is— 1 The Homely Body of the Camel
^ 2
Why the Camel Is Useful 3 The Stupidity of the Camel 12345
4 Sandstorms on the Desert 5 How the Camel Eats
25. The camel is — 1 unsuited for desert travel 2 helpless in a sandstorm 12345
3 a tricky animal 4 well adapted for desert travel 5 friendly and intelligent ..
1 7 1
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Bill vaulted the fence into the corral and faced the bucking pony. At his
approach the little animal struck out with his forefeet, but Bill was quick and
avoided him. The boy caught the pony close to the head and with a rapid
movement sprang into the stirrups. Then began the real task. With head
down, back up, and whinnying loudly, the animal reared into the air, bouncing
back to earth with terrific force. He tried every trick possible to throw his
rider, plunging and rearing in all directions, but Bill held on. Finally, after
many minutes, the exhausted pony, wet with perspiration, stood still. His
nostrils trembled, but one felt that though his body had been subdued, his
spirit was still unbroken.
26. When Bill approached, the pony was — 1 tired and broken 2 quieted in spirit 1234
3 impatient to be ridden 4 disturbed and angry 5 thrown to the ground
27. The pony was finally — 1234
1 overbalanced 2 exultant 3 overpowered 4 distracted 5 restored jj
28. The little pony tried to — 1 outlive his rider 2 aid the boy 1234
3 unseat his rider 4 exhaust the animal 5 butt Bill jj |j ]j
29. The best title for this story is —
1 Riding the Range 2 An Exhausted Pony 3 Breaking a Pony 1234
4 A Perspiring Pony 5 Bill Approached a Pony || jj jj
30. The article illustrates —
1 how to enter a corral 2 a whinnying pony 3 trickery in riding 1234
4 leading a pony 5 skill in horsemanship jj || jj jj
vii
Studying bird life with a camera is certainly an entrancing sport. One can
engage in it without destroying life, yet get great satisfaction from the thrilling
activities it offers. The sport is appropriate for any time or place. From it
one can derive all sorts of adventures, for to be a good photographer of birds
in their native haunts it is necessary to climb trees and cliffs as well as travel
on land and water. How interesting it is to find their nests, learn where they
stay at various times during the day, how the young are fed and cared for, and
procure photographs of the birds in various attitudes. Hiking with the camera
through the woods is always an enjoyment. There is a feeling of excitement
and expectancy present, for one never knows at what moment he may come
upon some unusual bird activity.
31. Making studies of bird life is interesting because —
1 they haunt native places 2 of the various activities one can observe
3 it is always done on water 4 the young are fed and cared for 1234
5 the sport is appropriate jj j'i jj jj'
32. Using a camera in place of a rifle encourages wild life by promoting — 1234
1 destruction 2 conservation 3 dissatisfaction 4 conversation 5 haunts
j j
33. Bird study is a satisfying sport because —
1 the young are fed 2 the birds like it 3 one can get eggs out of nests 1234
4 it can be enjoyed during all seasons 5 one can use a rifle jj jj jj
34. The best title for this story is —
1 Interesting Birds 2 The Excitement of Adventure 3 Taming Wild Birds 1234
4 Photography of Wild Birds 5 Destroying Bird Life , jj j! jj !j
35. Taking pictures of bird life is fascinating because —
1 it is helped by a camera 2 it takes much time 3 it gives more bird pictures 1234
4 it brings adventure without destruction of life 5 it scatters the birds about jj jj
[ 8 ] \
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37 .
38 .
39 .
40 .
I
41 .
42 .
43 .
45 .
VIII
In the part of our country which gets very little rain in the summer
the ground must be wet by irrigation to make the plants grow. Otherwise all
the crops would be spoiled by dry weather. This form of agriculture is carried
on in states where snow is found high up in the mountains the entire year. A
large reservoir is made by damming up the mountain streams. The snow,
melting in summer, rushes into a stream. This, in turn, is joined to a large
ditch. At the head of the ditch is an intake gate. This can be opened and
closed at will. In this way water is drawn off and the various fields are irri-
gated. The water can be turned on whenever the fields need it. The parts
of our country where irrigation is possible seldom have crop failures, because
water can be secured when it is needed.
This form of agriculture is carried on where —
1
crops are grown in summer 2 mountain streams make it possible 12345
3 cities are near 4 there are large reservoirs 5 there are crop failures
Because irrigation is possible crop failures are — 12345
1 increased 2 reduced 3 possible 4 permitted 5 eliminated
They stop the water from flooding the fields by —
1 damming the ditch 2 use of gates 3 opening the reservoir 12345
4 irrigating the fields 5 drawing off the water i;
The best title for this story would be —
1 Damming Up Streams 2 Supplying Water for Irrigation 12345
3 Crops in Dry Weather 4 Building Huge Dams 5 Supplying Water for Colorado
Land that is irrigated yields better harvests because —
1 in summer it gets little rain 2 it is high up in the mountains
3 water may be applied as needed 4 the water can be turned off 12345
5 agriculture is carried on I;
IX 9"
Sugar beets must be raised where cheap labor can be secured because the
plants require a great deal of cultivation, most of which must be done by hand.
First the plants are thinned and then blocked to get the correct number in the
rows. The roots from which the sugar is extracted are not like the red beets
which are eaten as vegetables, but are more like the common turnips. These
roots are washed, sliced, and soaked in water. The water is later drawn off
and boiled into beet syrup. Then the syrup is changed to a brown sugar called
raw sugar. The last step is to send the raw sugar through the refinery, where
it is cleaned and whitened. Then the white sugar is ready to be boxed and
sold for use in our homes.
Sugar beets must be raised where labor is not expensive because they require —
1 much care 2 much washing 3 many plants in a row 4 soaking in water
5 much boiling
What kind of labor is most used in the raising of sugar beets ?
1 machine 2 manual 3 difficult 4 easy 5 unusual
The raw sugar is — 1 made into syrup 2 refined and whitened
3 boxed and sold 4 left as it is 5 changed to brown sugar
The best title for this story is — 1 Blocking and Thinning Beets
2 Colorado Sugar Beets 3 How Beet Sugar Is Obtained
4 Cleaning Raw Sugar 5 How Beet Sugar Is Whitened
Raising sugar beets requires — 1 inexpensive labor 2 syrup changed to sugar 12345
3 sugar to be cleaned 4 many common turnips 5 raw sugar jj
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
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Airplanes are growing more important every year. Today they have
traveled to almost every part of the world and into many places that would
otherwise have remained unexplored. Daring pilots have been responsible
for many outstanding feats. They have gone to the aid of dying men when
there was no other opportunity of reaching them. At one time serum was
carried to Alaska by plane and saved the lives of many children who were
seriously ill of diphtheria. Every day of the year, and in all kinds of weather,
Uncle Sam’s pilots carry the mail through the air. Practically every day one
reads of some new achievements of airplanes.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
Airplanes have rendered valuable service to humanity by — 1 carrying many diseases
2 having no other opportunity 3 aiding the sick and dying
4 helping boys to become pilots 5 taking passengers in the air
The life of an airplane pilot is —
1 lonesome 2 easy 3 hazardous 4 happy 5 high
Airplanes are used for a variety of services such as —
1 exploring, carrying mail, and aiding the sick 2 carrying mail in all sorts of weather
3 bringing serum to diphtheria patients 4 serving humanity
5 traveling in all kinds of weather
The best title for this story is —
1 Mail Pilots 2 Exploring with Airplanes
3 Value of Airplanes 4 Life of an Air Pilot 5 A Trip to Alaska
The accomplishments of airplanes are —
1 unimportant 2 understanding 3 trivial 4 significant 5 serious
i
i
i
i
2
2
2
2
2
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
xi 10"^
The mode of living on the plantations of the South was vastly different from
that of the early New England people. The spacious Southern mansions,
surrounded by the many slave cabins, gardens, and poultry yards, were often
in themselves small villages. While many of these planters were living in
wasteful extravagance, the Puritans of New England were living in modest
two-room homes. They were thrifty people who were not in favor of the
riotous living and entertaining of the planters. The New England people were
more interested in the establishment of good common schools for all people,
while the rich planters did not favor this idea. They had tutors at home for
their children, or sent them to Europe to be educated.
51. The New Englanders were interested in — 1 having tutors for their sons
2 organizing good public schools 3 educating their children in England 12345
4 living in two rooms 5 riotous living and entertaining ji
52. Which word best describes a Southern planter? 12345
1 lavish 2 gallant 3 brave 4 weak 5 frugal ' jj
53. Which word best describes a New England home ? 1234 s
1 magnificent 2 insignificant 3 unpretentious 4 extensive 5 valuable ;i ||
54. The best title for this story is —
1 A Story of Education 2 A Comparison of the Life of the Planters
3 Northern and Southern Modes of Living 4 The Thrifty New England People 12345
5 Good Schools for All
55. The Southern gentlemen desired —
1 common education for all 2 the organizing of good public schools
3 good education for members of his own family 12345
4 tutors for children in New England 5 good free schools for planters’ sons i
!
1 10 ]
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The pulmotor, a device for the resuscitation of persons suffering from gas
poisoning, drowning, or electric shock, consists of a tank of compressed oxygen
which is thinned with air and pumped into the lungs of the patient. It must
be remembered that if breathing is to be produced artificially the process must
be begun within ten minutes after the breathing has stopped or the person
may not revive. Therefore it is not safe to wait to begin to revive the person
until the pulmotor arrives. Some other method of restoring consciousness
should be attempted in order to avoid a fatality. While the pulmotor can be
of great advantage, it is also a very dangerous instrument in the hands of an
inexperienced person. There is great peril, if the instrument is not properly
handled, of drawing the air out of the small air cells in the lungs and collapsing
them.
56. The pulmotor is an instrument for —
1 collapsing the lungs 2 avoiding drowning 3 inducing artificial respiration
4 administering electric shock 5 inducing carbon monoxide
11
57. What is conveyed to the patient by means of the pulmotor ?
1 concentrated oxygen 2 a device of great advantage 3 air cells which collapse 12345
4 a mixture of oxygen diluted with air 5 a combination of oxygen and nitrogen . ..ii
58. If the person is to be resuscitated, artificial respiration should be started —
1 by a dangerous instrument 2 for collapsing the lungs 3 within ten minutes 12345
4 by a tank of oxygen 5 by an inexperienced person ii ii I;
59. While waiting for the pulmotor one should —
1 attempt to avoid the instrument 2 apply another type of resuscitation 12345
• 3 pump oxygen from a tank 4 draw air out of the lungs 5 dilute the air ii ii
60. The pulmotor is a menace in the hands of a novicfe because —
1 of the danger of injuring the stomach 2 it might not arrive on time
3 it can be of great advantage 4 it should be properly handled 12345
5 of the danger of collapsing the lungs ii ii jj ii
Score
[ n ]
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I
Blackie was a little kitten. One day a big dog chased him. He became
frightened and ran up a tree. After he got high up in the branches, he was
afraid to come down. The little girl who owned him came and stood beneath
the tree. She called to Blackie and showed him his dish of milk, hoping he
would want his supper enough to try tb come down. But he would not come.
Finally her father called the fire chief. He sent a fireman with a ladder. The
man went up the tree and carried little Blackie down. The little girl was
happy to have her kitten again.
n
John could hardly wait, so anxious was he to try the new canoe he had
received for his birthday. As soon as he finished his breakfast he raced with his
brother and sister to the lake. Here they examined his splendid new gift.
John’s father showed him how to use the paddle and told him that he might
take his brother and sister for a short ride in the canoe, but warned him that
he must not go too far from shore before he was thoroughly familiar with
handling the new craft. All went smoothly, and gradually John forgot his
caution and drifted farther from shore. Suddenly there came a great gust of
wind. In a moment the lake was filled with heavy waves. John struggled to
keep the little canoe upright. Luckily they were not far from a small island.
He steered for this and reached the shore just as a particularly large wave
turned the canoe bottom side up. The three children scrambled from the water
out onto the island just as another huge wave came in. The canoe floated away,
and John feared he had lost his precious gift. But a party in a little steamer
presently came to the aid of the stranded children and rescued the canoe, which
had blown a distance away.
?/uJ
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TEST 2. READING: WORD MEANING (Coni’d) Stanf. Inter Read.
24 Gloomy means — 6 heroic 7 fragrant 8 gorgeous 9 dismal 10 majestic 24
.
. 3
25 Disobedient means— 1 clumsy 2 critical 3 credulous 4 grotesque 5 unruly 25
<
26 Intelligence means— 6 praise 7 justice 8 anger 9 liberty 10 wisdom 2c
3
Violence often causes— 1 wisdom 2 respect 3 justice 4 knowledge 5 harm 27 1
(
28 Imperial affairs concern — 6 nations 7 cities 8 banks 9 stars 10 streams ... 28
1
29 To escort is to— 1 review 2 accompany ,3 engage 4 approve 5 rejoice 29
(
30 A vagabond is a— 6 scholar 7 miracle 8 fable 9 pistol 10 tramp 30 i
3
31 An abode is a place where one— 1 earns 2 dwells 3 bakes 4 parks 5 swims 31 i
» *32 To magnify is to— 6 inspire 7 decrease 8 insult 9 enlarge 10 ripen 32 ij
1 2 3
33 A stag is a— 1 deer 2 squirrel 3 colt 4 snake 5 dove 33 jj jj jj
6
34 A communication is a— 6 palace 7 message 8 companion 9 struggle 10 memory 34 jj
1
35 A summit is a— 1 loop 2 peak 3 tract 4 vault 5 patron 35 j{
CfCS A. lens is made of— 6 iron 7 glass 8 wood 9 wheat 10 felt 36 i!
1
37 To bleach is to— 1 harden 2 darken 3 lighten 4 soften 5 sharpen 37
Form D
9 10
7 8
: ”
II II
:
=
! !
7 8
::
II II
2 3
I 38
6*
6 7 8
Behavior refers to— 6 courage 7 conduct 8 appearance 9 effort 10 features 38 jj jj
39 Comm rce means— 1 weather 2 forests 3 trade 4 speed 5 crowds . .
.
. 39 ii H
40 To compose is to— 6 construct 7 condemn 8 propose 9 overcome 10 confess ... 40 H
jmI situation refers to a— 1 rival 2 majority 3 capture 4 position 5 strain 41 HL
:
I 42 Abashed means— 6 amiable 7 capacious 8 embarrassed 9 unreasonable 10 woeful 42
;
;
" 43 A counselor is a— 1 beggar 2 carpenter 3 lawyer 4 dragon 5 chariot 43
j j
6
44 Renowned means — 6 famous 7 natural 8 strange 9 quiet 10 forward 44 i
1
45 To interpret is to— 1 accomplish 2 preserve 3 influence 4 explain 5 vote . . 45
j
(
46 Rapture is— 6 trouble 7 value 8 joy 9 difference 10 business 46 j
3
I
47 Filthy means— 1 capable 2 violent 3 fatal 4 foul 5 fearful 47
j
48 Minimum means the— 6 largest 7 least 8 most 9 newest 10 oldest 48 I;
:
:
: :
:
:: :
6 7 8
: i:
II
• 12 3
49 To sever is to— 1 cut 2 hurt 3 strike 4 unite 5 supply 49 1| jj
6 7 8
50 Lithe means— 6 eloquent 7 massive 8 somber 9 flexible 10 tremulous ... .50 jl ij jj
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Stanf. Inter. Read. : Form D TEST 2. READING: WORD MEANING 5
DIRECTIONS. In each exercise one of the five numbered words will complete the sentence
correctly. Note the number of this word. Then mark the answer space at
the right which is numbered the same as the word you have selected.
SAMPLES.
A A rose is a— 1 box 2 flower 3 home 4 month 5 river a
j
e
B A roof is found on a— 6 book 7 person 8 rock 9 house 10 word b
: : :
:
c Bread is something to — 1 catch 2 drink 3 throw 4 wear 5 eat c j|
;• :
:
2 3
1 An idea is a — 1 sound 2 sight 3 picture 4 laugh 5 thought i j
6
2 To shine is to be — 6 cool 7 bright 8 dry 9 proud 10 busy 2 j j
1
3 A sawmill produces— 1 wire 2 buttons 3 boots 4 needles 5 lumber 3 j j
6
4 To offer is to try to— 6 love 7 find 8 change 9 give 10 sing 4 i j
1
5 A vessel is a— 1 bell 2 village 3 boat 4 wave 5 bridge 5 i i
6
6 To sparkle means to— 6 shine 7 shake 8 smile 9 enjoy 10 strike e
j
1
7 To pronounce is to— 1 sail 2 watch 3 show 4 stand 5 speak T\
e
8 A listener is a — 6 buyer 7 giver 8 cardinal 9 treasurer 10 hearer s
9 To vanish is to— 1 disappear 2 punish 3 witness 4 examine 5 request . . . . 9 jj
/
t
6
10 To be content is to be— 6 satisfied 7 angry 8 awake 9 faithful 10 bold ... 10 H
1
11 To furnish means to— 1 finish 2 guard 3 supply 4 prove 5 waste nil
6
12 To slumber is to— 6 answer 7 work 8 sleep 9 measure 10 rain 12 j j
1
13 Clever means — 1 monstrous 2 lonely 3 delicious 4 skillful 5 thriving 13 jj
6
14 To purchase is to — 6 keep 7 buy 8 make 9 play 10 point 14 j
1
15 To be courageous is to be— 1 clean 2 wrong 3 brave 4 careful 5 strange. . 15 j
f
16 To stare is to— 6 gaze 7 crush 8 spy 9 tread 10 glance ic I
1
17 A treaty is an— 1 interval 2 idiot 3 agreement 4 experiment 5 implement 17 j
6
18 To label is to— 6 carry 7 lower 8 mark 9 hold 10 supply is jj
1
19 To be correct is to be — 1 graded 2 proper 3 different 4 famous 5 forward . . . 1
9
j j
6
20 Expert means — 6 haughty 7 harsh 8 reasonable 9 virtuous 10 skillful .... 20
2 3
jj jj
: : :
:
5+
4 5
ii n
9 10
11 11
: : :
:
10
: : :
:
: : ::
jj
1?
21 To instruct is to— 1 inform 2 admit 3 forbid 4 punish 5 assure 21
22 A sledge is a— 6 garment 7 saddle 8 frame 9 support 10 hammer 22 ji
1
23 To have sympathy for is to — 1 rejoice 2 praise 3 refuse 4 pity 5 shame
.
. .23 jj
Go right on to the next page.
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2 TEST 1. READING: PARAGRAPH MEANING Stttof. Inter. Read. : Form D
DIRECTIONS. In the paragraphs below, each number shows where a word has been left out. Read
each paragraph carefully, and wherever there is a number decide what word has been left out.
Then write the missing word in the answer column at the right, as shown in the sample. Write
JUST ONE WORD on each line. Be sure to write each answer on the line that has the same
number as the number of the missing word in the paragraph.
SAMPLE. Answer
A DM
Dick and Tom were playing ball in the field. Dick was throwing
the —A— and —B— was trying to catch it. b
1-2 A mother bird was picking worms out of the ground. Instead of l
eating them herself, she carried them to her —l— to feed to her —2—.
3-4 It was a lovely sunny morning. Bobby and Betty were happy as 3
they piled baskets of good things to eat into the car. —3— were
going on a —4—. 4
5-6 Have you ever heard of a library without any books? There is
such a library, owned by a motion-picture company, that contains
nothing but hair. It has more than fifty thousand pieces— wigs,
mustaches, and beards in styles of manjr years, past and present.
The next time you see your favorite brunette actress appear on the 5
screen as a blonde, either she may have had her hair bleached, or,
more likely, she is wearing a —5— from this —6—. 6
7-8-9 When traveling in China, I came upon an old fort with stone and 7
earth walls that were twenty-four feet high and twelve feet thick.
g
The —7— were therefore twice as —8— as they were —9—.
9
io-u-12 One of the most famous explorers of Africa was a missionary
sent from England named Livingstone. He traced the course of im-
portant rivers, discovered great lakes, and tried to find the parts of
—10— that were best suited to white men. He performed his mis- 10
sionary work as he traveled, establishing missions and preaching
the gospel of Christianity. Finally his arduous labors ruined his li
health, and he —ll— in Africa. His body was taken back to his
home in —12— for burial, and he is honored as one of the world’s 12
greatest explorers.
Go right on to the next page.
Stanf. Inter. Read. : Form D TEST 1. READING: PARAGRAPH MEANING (Cont’d
)
3
13-14 Achilles was a character in the old Greek stories. The story goes
that when Achilles was an infant his mother, wishing to protect him,
dipped him in the river Styx, the water of which rendered his body
invulnerable. The only exception was the heel by which she held
him, which did not get wet. However, after many heroic deeds
through which he came unharmed, —13— was finally killed by a
poisoned arrow shot by his rival, Paris, which struck him in the —14—,
his only vulnerable spot.
15-16 In this country we seldom hear of duels today, but in colonial days,
and for some time after, the duel played a considerable part in Ameri-
can political and social fife. Many great names have been connected
with the story of the duels in this —15—, including one President of the
United States. The most famous of all American —16— was the tragic
meeting of Hamilton and Burr.
17-18 Fruits which are not too ripe contain pectin, the most important
substance in jelly making. Fruit juices with the proper amounts of
fruit acids, pectin, and sugar will always jell. In overripe fruit, the
—17— content is too low and the juice will not —18—
19-20-21 jn olden days men made their own pens from the quills of
feathers. It required considerable skill to cut a pen properly so as to
suit one’s individual taste in writing. Students were always on the
lookout for good goose, swan, turkey, or other bud feathers. Goose
quills made the most satisfactory —19— for general —20—, but school-
masters liked pens made from the —21— of swan feathers because
they fitted best behind the ear.
22-23-24 Samuel Weller is a character in Dickens’s well-known book, Pick-
wick Papers. He was a servant to Mr. Pickwick and was devoted to
his master. He is a very entertaining character, combining wit, sim-
plicity, humor, and fidelity. When Pickwick Papers came out, people
were greatly amused by Mr. Pickwick and —22 23— and were eager
to read other books written by —24—.
25 26 in speaking of gold, the term " carat ” is used to indicate the pro-
portion of gold in a given mass. A carat is one twenty-fourth of the
whole mass. Thus, a fourteen-carat ring is one with fourteen parts
of pure gold and ten parts of some other metal, usually copper. A
twenty-four-carat watch chain is pure —25—. A bracelet that is
half gold and half copper would be called a —26—carat gold bracelet.
13
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20 .
21
22 .
23
24
25
26.
Go right on to the next page.
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27-28-29 One of the paradoxical developments of the machine age is
increased leisure-time interest in handicrafts. Such activities as 27
weaving, woodworking, and knitting are carried on by large numbers
of persons. By decreasing the amount of time necessary to perform 28
many kinds of labor, the widespread use of —27— has increased the
desire of people to do work with their —28— in their —29— time. 29
30-31-32 There were three great philosophers and leaders of thought in
ancient Greece who are still revered by students everywhere. Socrates,
the first of these, was put to death because of his teachings. Plato, a
young student of Socrates, took up the latter’s work after his death 30
and taught the people what he had learned from his great instructor.
After Plato came Aristotle, who, though he belonged to a different 31.
school of thought from that of —30— and —31—, was an equally great
—32— and teacher. 32
33-34-35 we have two ready means of communication with others,
speech and writing. But it has not always been easy to make one’s
self understood wherever one went. For this reason sign language 33
was developed. The Indians whose various tribes spoke different
dialects perfected —33— language to a high degree. Today a standard 34
sign language has also been developed for the use of those unfortunate
persons who by birth or accident cannot —34— or —35—. 35
36 37-38 « Blue stocking ” means, figuratively, a female pedant, or one 36.
who emphasizes learning unduly. It derives its name from literary
societies of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries whose members 37.
wore —36 37— as a distinguishing mark. In present-day usage
the term is applied to women who make a display of their —38—. 38
39'40 Chile is a country of great versatility and wonderful natural gifts.
In the mountains are rich mines, and in the lower regions the soil is
fertile and productive. In the sea, rivers, and lakes all kinds of fish 39
are to be found. This explains why —39— is able to satisfy the most
varied —40—. 40
41-42-43 Hercules is one of the great heroes of mythology. He per-
formed many wonderful deeds and feats of strength, but at last he 41
was fatally poisoned by the blood of the Centaur. As his body lay on
his funeral pyre with the —41— rising about him, Apollo, sent by the 42
gods, came down from the heavens and took —42— up to Olympus,
the home of the —43—. 43
44-45 Dryden tells us that " Solitude is as needful to the imagination as
society is wholesome for the character.” By this he means that the 44
art of thinking and contemplation is developed by —44—, but that
good character requires that one live in the —45— of his fellow men. 45
End of Test 1. Look over your work.
Number right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
Equated score 27 28 29 30 32 33 35 36 37 39 40 42 43 44 46 47 48 49 50 52 ISl 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 72 73 75 77 78 80 81 83
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS 0? LATA
Introduction. Having proceeded with the study as
stated in Chapter III, the writer has attempted, in this
chapter, to analyze the data.
The results of the initial and final tests have been
compared for the following purposes:
1. To note whether or not five weeks of drill in
reading-organization have increased the skill
in this field.
2. To discover whether the boys or the girls made
more improvement.
3. To find whether the good and the average readers
or the slow readers benefitted more.
4. To discover on which types of exercises the class
showed most improvement.
1
Data from tables . Table I shows the distribution
of scores on the standardized tests. These raw scores
correspond with the maximum and minimum age and grade
scores indicated on page 27.
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TABLE T
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON STANDARDIZED TESTS
Durrell-Sullivan
Capacity Test
Intermediate
,
Form A
Durrell-Sullivan
Reading Achieve-
ment Test. Inter-
mediate, Form A.
Stanford Achieve-
ment Test. Inter-
mediate Reading,
Form D.
Scores
Test 1 Test 2
Word Paragraph
Meaning Meaning
Test 1 Test 2
Word Paragraph
Meaning Meaning
Test 1 Test 2
Word Paragraph
Meaning Meaning
70-74 1
65-69 1 3 1
60-64 1 1 1 2
55-59 3 2 2
50-54 2 1 2 4
45-49 1 5 1 1 1
40-44 2 3 2 2 2
35-39 1 3 1 1 1
30-34 1 1
25-29 1 5
20-24 1
15-19
10-14 1
Number
of Pupils
Tested 10 10 10 10 12 12

32
Table II shows the mean scores of the boys, the girls,
and the class as a whole on the initial and final informal
tests.
TABLE II
DIFFERENCES IN TEST-SCORES OF BOYS AND GIRLS
COMPARED WITH SCORES OF THE ENTIRE CLASS
Initial Test Final Test Improvement
Boys 30.80 45.80 15.00
Girls 40.00 51.43 11.43
Class 36.17 49.08 12.92
No. of
points
possible 71 71
The boys 1 mean scores on the initial and final tests,
respectively, were 30.80 and 40.00. The girls’ scores
were 45.80 and 51.43 on the two tests. These results
show that the mean number of points of improvement for
the boys was 15 as compared with 11.43 for the girls.
This difference is less significant because of the fact
that one girl was absent for three weeks of the practice
period. The mean class-gain was 12.92 points.
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Table III compares the mean scores of pupils who
were at or above grade level, according to the achievement
tests, with the mean scores of the pupils who were below
grade level on the tests.
TABLE III
MEAN SCORES 0? PUPILS OF DIFFERENT
READING ABILITY
Initial Test Final Test Improvement
Good or
Average
Readers
45.33 58.83 13.50
Slow
Readers 27.00 39.33 12.33
Class 36.17 49.08 12.91
The mean number of points of improvement for the
good or average readers was 13.50 as compared with 12.33
for the slow readers and 12*91 for the class as a whole.
Table IV shows the number of points of improvement
made on each part of the initial and final tests by the
boys, the girls, and the class as a whole.
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tTABLE IV
TOTAL NUMBER OP POINTS OP IMPROVEMENT
OR REGRESSION IN EACH SUB-TEST
Subtest Boys Girls Class
Scores
1. Word Categories
(Two groupings) 0 7 7
2. Word Categories
(Three groupings) 0 0 0
3. Generalizations from Minor
Classifications 3 4 7
4. Selecting Best Titles 7 7 14
5. Writing Headlines 2 8 10
6. Writing Titles 4 6 10
7. Finding Topic Sentences 6 8 14
8. Organizing Sequence from 12 7 19
Memory
9. Organizing Scrambled 20 -1 19
Outlines
10. Supplying Minor Topics for 1 6 7
Incomplete Outlines
(Sentence Formation)
11. Supplying Minor Topics
• ("Title"Formation)
9 7 16
IS. Supplying Major Topics -2 -1 - 3
(Sentence Formation)
13. Supplying Major Topics 1 3 4
("Title” Formation)
14. Making Complete Outlines 12 19 31
("Title" Formation)
Totals 76 60 ~T55
Mean Scores 36.17 49.08 12.92
Table IV shows a maximum class-gain, in any one subtest.
of 31 points in the making of complete outlines. No class
gain was noted in word categories requiring three word-
groupings, while an actual loss of 3 points resulted in
the exercise requiring sentence-formation in supplying
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major topics for incomplete outlines.
Table V lists the types of exercises in the order
indicating the amount of class-improvement in the final
test.
TABLE V
EXERCISES LISTED ID ORDER OP GREATEST IMPROVEMENT
Exercises
Order
Total Humber of
Points of
Improvement
1 . Making Complete Outlines
("Title" form)
31
2. Organizing Sequence from Memory 19
2. Organizing Scrambled Outlines 19
3. Supplying Minor Topics for
Incomplete Outlines
("Title" form)
16
4. Selecting Best Titles 14
4. Finding Topic Sentences 14
5. Writing Headlines 10
5. Writing Titles 10
6 . Generalizations from Minor
Classifications
7
6. Word Categories
(2 groupings)
7
6. Supplying Minor Topics for
Incomplete Outlines
(Sentence formation)
7
7. Supplying Major Topics for
Incomplete Outlines
("Title" formation)
4
8. Word Categories (2 groupings) 0
9. Supplying Major Topics for
Incomplete Outlines
(Sentence formation)
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The greatest improvement in any one subtest was shown
in the making of a complete outline. Fo gain was noted
in the exercise in word categories with three groupings.
Moreover, a loss of three points occurred in the use of
sentence-formation in supplying the major topics for an
incomplete outline.
Data from Figures . In Figure I, the mean test scores
of boys and girls are shown separately.
On the Initial Test, according to Figure I, the boys
earned 30.80 points as compared with 40 points for the
girls. On the final test the boys ’ results showed 45.80
points while the girls had 51.43 points. The boys gained
15 points as compared with the girls’ gain of 11.43 points.
This difference is less significant because of the fact
that one girl was absent from the first three weeks of
the practice work.
In Figure II, the mean scores of pupils of different
reading abilities are shown. Those pupils who were at or
above grade level on the -^urrell-Sullivan Achievement Test
are grouped together as "good or average readers." Pupils
who were below grade level on the achievement test are
listed as "slow readers."
Figure II shows that, in the initial test, the good
or average readers earned 45.33 points as a mean score,
while the slow readers earned 27 points. In the final test.
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FIGURE I
DIFFERENCES IN MEAN SCORES
OF BOYS AND GIRLS
R
I
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls
Initial Test Final Test B Imorovement

FIGURE II
MEAN SCORES OF PUPILS OF DIFFERENT
READING ABILITY
Good Slow Good Slow Good Slow
or Readers or Readers or Readers
Average Average Average
Readers Readers
-•
Readers
\Z\ Initial Test *1 Final Test LIt approvement
i

the mean score for the good or average readers was 58,83
points as compared with 39.33 points for the slow readers.
These scores show that the mean number of points of
improvement for the good or average readers was 13.50,
while the slow readers showed a gain of 12.33 points.
Conclusion . In the present chapter, the writer has
attempted to analyze the results of the two tests in
organization. In the following chapter, the summary
and conclusions of the study will be given.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the previous chapter, the data related to this
study has been analyzed. In this chapter, the writer
will attempt to summarize the work and to state the
conclusions of the study.
Summary . The purpose of the study was to develop
a workbook of exercises designed to assist sixth-grade
pupils in organizing material from the printed page.
A small sixth grade, composed of twelve pupils in
the same classroom with twenty-two fifth-grade pupils
has been used for the experiment. These sixth-grade
children varied in chronological age from ten years
and six months to twelve years and eleven months. Their
intelligence quotients ranged from seventy-six to one
hundred nineteen, and an informal reading analysis showed
that their oral reading and recall varied from excellent
sixth-grade work to that of a second-grade level. The
children lived near the border of a manufacturing city,
their homes ranging from very good to poor, socio-
economi cally.
These pupils were given several tests before the
teaching lessons in organization began. The writer
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purchased and administered the "Durrell-Sullivan Heading
Capacity Test, Intermediate Test: Form ’A," and the "Durrell-
Sullivan Heading Achievement Test .Intermediate Test .Form A."
In addition, the city provided the "Stanford Achievement
Test, Intermediate Heading, Form D." On the capacity test
the age scores ranged from 9-11 to 13-5, while, on the
two achievement tests, the scores showed a minimum reading
age of 9-3 and a maximum of 15-7.
Procedure . Because the skill of organization seems
vital in the sixth grade, particularly in the field of
social studies or in other informational matter, the
writer has developed a workbook of exercises planned to
1
provide drill in this type of reading-ability. An in-
formal test was composed of samples of each type of
exercise used in the workbook. These lessons contain
fourteen kinds of work, progressing from simple classifi-
cation and the recognition of the main ideas of paragraphs
to the actual writing of "headlines," titles, and outlines.
The results of the initial informal test were tabulated
for the purpose of comparison with the scores of the final
test, given after the workbook exercises had been used
in the classroom. For five weeks, the children did oral
and written work for approximately thirty minutes daily.
1 Following page 29
.
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using these exercises. The informal test was then repeated,
2
and the results were compared with the initial scores.
Pupil-reactions to the classwork . The pupils attacked
the exercises with interest. There was only one day in
the five weeks of drill when they appeared discouraged
about their work. ThiB was the first day in which they
tried to arrange in correct sequence a "scrambled" list
of events from a paragraph which they had read only once.
But their improvement and their feeling of satisfaction
were noticeable in subsequent lessons of the same type.
Some other kinds of work proved to be difficult, as well.
For example, the writing of titles was confused with the
forming of "headlines" which the pupils found easier to
compose. Since titles were so difficult, the class had
a tendency to write a sentence for each topic in an out-
line requiring the form of a "title." So much drill was
given to stress the "topical" form that the outline call-
ing for sentence formations showed an actual class-re-
gression of three points in the final test. Still another
kind of work presented a problem. The pupils found the
writing of major topics somewhat more difficult than the
forming of minor topics, but the daily work showed a
speedy improvement. After finding which exercises proved
most difficult in class work, the writer rearranged the
2 Chapter IV, pp. 30-39.
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lessons in the workbook with the exercises gradually in-
creasing in difficulty.
Results of tests. The class showed a definite im-
provement in nearly every type of exercise. The class
mean gain was 12.92 points .with the boys gaining 15.00
points and the girls, 11.43 points. This result was
probably altered by the fact that one girl was absent
for the first three weeks of the class work. The good
or average readers gained 13.50 points as compared with
3 4
12.33 points for the slow readers. Tables III and IV
show the total numbers of credits of class improvement
ranging from 31 in the writing of an outline to an actual
loss in the writing of major topics using sentence forma-
tion. There was, however, a small class-gain of 4 points
in the exercise which required the writing of major topics
in the form of "titles.” Although this improvement was
negligible, it and the oral work seemed to the writer to
indicate that the idea of the major topic did not present
too great a difficulty, but that the recognition of com-
plete versus partial sentences was weak. Much of the oral
drill had been designed to encourage pupils to write in
the "topical" form and to abandon their previous tendency
to use full sentences in all types of outlines. There
seems to be a need for extra lessons on the difference
“3 TaFIe III, p.33.
4 Table IV, p.34.
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between these two types of response.
The greatest improvement was shown in the making of
a complete outline in topical form, a fact which is par-
ticularly encouraging since the class did most poorly in
this portion of the initial test. Moreover, the exercises
which showed only a moderate amount of gain were, on the
whole, those lessons in which relatively good work had
been done in the first test.
Limitations . There have been the following limita-
tions in this study:
1. There have been frequent interruptions in the
informal tests and during the use of the work-
book.
2. With 22 fifth graders in the room, not so much
class time as was desired could be given to
grade six.
3. Although few pupils in the sixth grade were
absent, one girl was absent for the first three
weeks of the drill work in organization.
4. To be completely objective in marking the tests
has been impossible.
In some of the exercises in which the pupils have
been required to compose titles, headlines, or outlines,
there could have been many correct answers of varying
degrees of excellence.
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5. Ho attempt has been made to time the pupils
during the administering of the informal tests.
6. The school population was extremely small,
although it was varied in ability.
Conclusions. Subject to the above limitations, the
results of the study seem to the writer to indicate the
following conclusions:
1. Specific drill in reading organization can
increase pupil-skill in this field.
2. The boys may do less well than the girls, but
their amount of gain may be greater.
3. The slow readers may show nearly as much im-
provement as the average or good readers.
4. The most difficult type of work, according to
the initial test, may show the greatest gains.
5. Pupils need drill in recognizing and composing
topics in "title” formation, versus sentence
formation.
6. More than five weeks are needed to develop the
varied skills in reading organization.
On the whole, the class has been much interested in
the exercises and the pupils have been gratified by their
increasing success.
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CHAPTER 71
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
rTV <rsr " c
CHAPTER VI
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The experimental part of this study has been con-
ducted with a small group of children and with several
1
limitations noted. Further research of the following
kinds might prove worthwhile:
1. The use of similar exercises, to note improvement,
in the classroom having only one full grade.
2. The use of organization exercises to find the
amount of improvement in this skill in all the
sixth grades of a city.
3. The comparison of grades four, five, and six
in their abilities to improve in the skill
of reading organization.
The discovery of whether or not certain
types of exercises are too difficult for
grades four and five.
4. The use of outlining versus re-reading as a
2
study aid in grades five and six.
1 p.44.
2 Bibliography, p.48, C.C. Crawford, articles 1
and 2.
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